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	Cornwall, summer 2002. Camping with my sister on the British coastline, over vegetarian sausages and cans of Stella Artois, I cracked myself up over the lines my sister read to me every fifteen minutes. She was reading Running Wild by Victoria Clayton.  From that very moment I was on the rampage, pillaging second-hand bookstores and book markets, not satisfied until I laid my hands on another copy of Clayton’s writing. Her wit, sense of humour, and all-encompassing knowledge left such an impression and every time I finished one of her books I was contented and felt much the wiser. I deemed her cleverness and ability to play with the English language quite extraordinary and recommended her books to anyone who was ill, at leisure, unemployed, or just in my immediate proximity. 
	From the very first moment I started the English Language and Culture study at the University of Utrecht some of Clayton’s casual remarks finally fell into place. Her application of intertextuality earlier did not ring any bells, and comments on a landscape bearing resemblance to those described in Thomas Hardy’s novels were wasted on me. “Everyone who lives within their means suffers from a lack of imagination” would never have led me to Oscar Wilde and talking about a “Goldengrove unleaving” at someone’s birthday only struck me as odd.
	It is also Clayton’s depiction of a certain class by means of dialect, which I found well devised. Through intricacies and peerless pronunciation she establishes a character that represents an entire culture or caste. The examples of what discerns Clayton from any ordinary writer, also very likely cause certain translation difficulties. Whilst reading her books, especially after following some translation courses, I started to wonder what predicaments a translator has to face when he or she ventures to make a translation. 
	In the following chapters I will set out the issues on which a translator will stumble, but first of all, I will introduce Clayton’s novels and their abbreviations so I do not have to write out their full name each time I refer to the book in question. So far Clayton has written seven novels: Out of Love (OL), Past Mischief (PM), Dance with Me (DM), Running Wild (RW), Clouds among the Stars (CS), Moonshine (M), and A Girl's Guide to Kissing Frogs (GG) and novel number eight is still in progress. 
First of all, in Chapter 1 I will describe the whole chick lit phenomenon, and consequently I will explain why Victoria Clayton by definition does not join the group of chick lit writers. Every single book has its own peculiarities and in Chapter 2 I will touch upon Clayton’s various and conspicuous stylistic elements and their consequent translation difficulties. In Chapter 3 I will discuss the strategies that could be of assistance, or that perhaps are pivotal, in the translation process. I will try to confine myself to three obvious topics and every topic will be illustrated and analysed, and some of the problems will be compared to the existing Dutch translation. The translation and its explanatory notes follow in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Chapter 6 contains the conclusion. In the Appendix you can find the excerpt from CS, which I have translated. The book is about a Shakespeare actor, Waldo Byng, who is a murder suspect. The excerpt takes place in an interrogation room where his daughter Harriet Byng and the maid Maria-Alba get to visit him. As a result, I hope to provide a clear demonstration, which fairly represents the main stylistic features and the difficulties in translating them: how apparent and tractable intertextuality is, in both the original and the translation; and how puns and word plays are described and how they could be wide of the mark when translated incorrectly.




Centuries Full of Chick Lit
The novels of Victoria Clayton tend to be classified as chick lit (short for chick literature). Websites like Chicklit.nl, LibraryThing.com and even Marktplaats.nl pitchfork Clayton into that category. Although I consider this as not entirely fair, I have to admit the resemblance that Clayton’s books, to a certain extent, bear to the ever so popular chick lit novels. There are, however, a few differences that distinct Clayton’s novels from the average chick lit. To be able to make a clear distinction between the two I shall dedicate this chapter to the chick lit phenomenon, its establishment, and the tokens of respect it receives from scholars and literary connoisseurs.
One of the women who created a vogue of which the last pages not yet have been turned was Bridget Jones: the protagonist in Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary (1997). She has been the role model for many heroines starring in the exceptionally well-liked chick lit novels, but her American counterparts in Candece Bushnell’s Sex and the City (first published in 1997, as columns) are also accountable for the chick lit fever. However, regardless of the pleasant form of this literary evolution, it does not receive much recognition from academic associations. Literary knacks and tricks is not exactly what created the hype around Dan Brown, to name only one. According to Susan Ferris and Mallory Young in Chick lit: The New Woman’s Fiction it is the scholars who say chick lit encompasses frivolity, superficiality and they say it is beneficial only to those with feathers for brains, who do not seek any sort of academic or literary fulfilment whilst flicking the average of 300 pages. The fact that this formulaic prose is quite a boost for sales figures seems only moderately relevant to academics claiming those works of fiction possess no value (unless it is added tax). 
Adding insult to injury, the name assigned to this literary trend is not particularly admirable. In Chick Lit: Postfeminist Fiction (2000) Chris Mazza invented the term to refer to postfeminist women’s fiction that steered clear of political issues but still conveyed the responsibility of women in their own life. The name ‘chick lit’ does not exactly lend a hand, as chick is a rather derogatory name for a woman. (I find the occurrence of poultry descriptions when it comes to women rather puzzling; we have come across chicks, birds, and hens.) Although I say postfeminist, I cannot ignore the feminist items that are inescapably described in chick lit. The genre often deals with topics that are essential to feminism nowadays, e.g. how women have to combine a career and a social life, the issue of children, problematic relationships (with men and women), being measured against the high criteria of beauty, and the sexual freedom women have experienced for the last 40 years. These are all matters which will always be germane to feminism and literature. However, the term in combination with the cover – sometimes bright pink or fluorescent green – established a book that, according to the experts, is too merry to be read, let alone study, as Ferris and Young say. The seemingly small fry pop-culture trend has thus encouraged many intellectuals to discharge chick lit with one mighty blow. The argument that chick lit is too easy too fathom due to all its obvious paraphernalia still stands, but the books also deal with the troubles and tribulations women nowadays have to face. It is not just a made-up world that is portrayed in the books; it is based on everyday experiences. In short, there are too many aspects concerned with chick lit and therefore it cannot simply be brushed aside.
Let us take a look at Jane Austen. She is generally acknowledged to be one of the Great English writers. She knows very well how to illustrate themes like the individual and society, freedom and restraint, imagination opposed to judgement, and, of course, courtship. Austen was a respected authoress who gained much recognition from contemporary writers and the literary establishment. By writing Pride and Prejudice, Sense and Sensibility, and Emma, to name only a few, she also introduced the literate world also to a world of love, passion, and affection. Did she not lever the hearts of infatuated men and women in order for them to find each other in the end? True, in those days women did not worry at all about big bums and Cosmopolitans – themes that are said to be the epitome of present-day chick lit – but the self-same core of the stories is still relevant to our times and Austen, perhaps luckily, knew nothing of the media-circus we find ourselves in these days, but even a hand-written letter was enough to cause Elisabeth’s heart to rumble or to dismiss Eleanor. Austen was a time-specific depcition of a certain peroiod, as chick lit is today. A two-century gap and multiple women’s libbers trends do not alter the relationship between identity and sexuality, the everlasting tasty ingredient of (love) stories. However, do bear in mind that I am not saying that chick let yields the same regards as Austen’s books once did, and still do. 
Clustered round the books that now belong to the literary canon are volumes that in their time were considered questionable and thought to be devoid of any profundity. You cannot just put the kibosh on so-called giddy stories just because the protagonist on first thoughts seems a bit too worried about ending up an old spinster. Ferris and Young contend that there actually are tactile traces of merit incorporated in chick lit novels. They claim that “although not much scholarship exists on the subject,” it does not mean that chick lit does not engender much enjoyment and genuine appreciation amongst its readers. From their point of view, the good news is that “[c]hick lit novels can become an ideal starting point for intergenerational discussion of feminism. Bridget Jones’s Diary raises issues of feminism versus post-feminism, I Don’t Know How She Does It explicitly tackles the problems that young women face in trying to “have it all,” Sophie Kinsella’s Shopaholic novels lead us to ask if female consumers are self-actualized agents or society’s victims. Sex and the City focuses attention on women’s sexual empowerment.”
In the Beginnig
I already mentioned Jane Austen, the famous and revolutionary writer from the nineteenth century. She was one of the first women to write and to publish novels. She even published under her own administration as not everyone was overly cooperative and Sense and Sensibility was published anonymously. It was not exactly appreciated to see women writing books in order to make a living; furthermore, women supposedly had neither the dexterity nor the qualifications to write a proper novel. Thus, this was also a reason for women to distribute their books anonymously. Austen was a controversial writer but wrote of nowadays, perhaps somewhat clichéd, topics. Like I said, the woman-meets-man plot still works, albeit conceivably slightly hackneyed. 
A substantial change took place, though; let us refer to that as the first feminism wave. The goal of this wave was to open up opportunities for women. In nineteenth century literature, women grew more and more independent and were no longer the submissive and weak-willed female they were taken for for centuries, quite a U-turn. Let us take a closer look at Elisabeth Gaskell, for example. In 1855 she wrote North and South. In this book she portrays the protagonist Margaret Hale as a strong and independent woman who can – and in a later stage, must – look after herself. She does not need a warm and hairy chest to become of aid. This conflicts with the somewhat modest and compliant women Austen referred to. Sense and Sensibility is a great example, although we know that Elisabeth had a tongue in her head, modesty ruled. Margaret Hale stands for the Victorious woman instead of the Victorian woman, the latter referred to as the Angel in the House. Margaret Hale turns her back on this worn-out idea. “How could one so pure have stooped from her decorous and noble manner of bearing! But it was decorous – was it?” (Gaskell, 258) Also Bernard Shaw was a dab at familiarising this New Woman. His Mrs. Warren’s Profession describes a woman called Vivie Warren, who has a bone-crunching handshake and who smokes like a chimney. Mr Praed, a visitor in the story, is pleasantly surprised and illustrates his astonishment: “You modern young ladies are splendid: perfectly splendid!” (Shaw, 1812) I might add that both Gaskell and Shaw were eager supporters of women’s rights. 
Feminism and social realism has been one of the most important aspects of literature published in those days. John Stuart Mill’s “The submission of women” (1869) was a great example of the endorsement of equal rights for both sexes. Still, Gaskell and Shaw were reasonably revolutionary writers for that matter. They both show a major leap forward for women in the Victorian times, which caused a literary muddle, as Mr Praed says to Vivie, “You make my blood run cold. Are you to have no romance, no beauty in your life?” (Shaw, 1814) Unfortunately, this has been a subject of debate for centuries to which so far no one, neither male nor female, has found cogent answer.
In Yer Face Saccharine

Typical women’s fiction has many faces. The good old twentieth century emblematic Harlequin series have always been popular with only recently their 3000th copy. Harlequin initially started in Canada as a post war publisher for cheap paperbacks, but started to focus on the more romantic genre and has extended its empire to global proportions. The Harlequin stories are written by over 1300 authors translated in 25 languages, sold in 110 countries and over 130 million copies are sold every year (Harlequin). The story line is plain, pedestrian, and predictable: woman meets man, they fall in love – although the liaison starts with daggers drawn and is built on mutual disdain – and in the end they live happily ever after. Harlequin pocket books depict the traditional man-woman relation. The woman is fair-haired, the man is rich, there is an age gap of at least ten years, and all evolves around the question, is this Mr. Right? This obviously does not coincide with the picture drawn by Gaskell and Shaw. The Harlequin heroin always looks up – with her almond-shaped, Bondi blue eyes – at her, at least six foot tall, male adversary – who is built like an athlete or, even better, a Greek God – and from the very beginning it is obvious to all of us that they will jointly prance towards a deceptively multi-coloured horizon. Noticeably, this is not sheer embellishment, but this is the translucent content of the Harlequin Bouquet novels. Dutch daily De Volkskrant dedicated an article to the immense popularity of the Harlequin novels, “the mother of all love stories” (Jorien de Lege). There are some ground rules. The books always have a happy ending (absolutely mandatory), the climax is nearly at the end so you keep reading, the act of love takes place – but not in abundance – the hero is slightly arrogant and awfully rich. The heroine is not as well-to-do as her male counterpart, yet she possesses an innate beauty that (oh, precious virtue) cannot shroud her never-ending insecurity. “It is not about the plot,” philosopher Marjan Slob is convinced. “It’s the confusion, the excitement and suspense.” 
All these elements could not be further away from the change of direction in the nineteenth century. Modern chick lit portrays women who are a lot more forward, perhaps even cheeky, than they used to be. There has also a change taken place concerning women’s independence. They are more successful, do not desperately (and yet they do) seek male company and can easily manage in the big cities in which 90 per cent of the chick lit stories are set. You even observe that in the more recent Harlequin editions the women drive bigger cars – instead of being tied down to the Fiat Cinquecento or Vauxhall Corsa – which may be an irrelevant detail, but also a possible thorn in the flesh of female readers. This change can very well be distinguished as the third wave of feminism that allows women to have a bra and a brain. The third phase of feminism began in the mid-nineties and was incited by “post-colonial and post-modern thinking” as professor at the Pacific University of Oregon Martha Rampton explains. “In this phase many constructs have been destabilized, including the notions of ‘universal womanhood,’ body, gender, sexuality and hetero-normativity.” A remarkable aspect of this third phase feminism is the re-acceptance by young feminists of lipstick, high-heals, and a proudly exposed cleavage that during the first two phases of the movement was identified with male oppression. 
Of course, there is the second wave of feminism, which took place in the sixties. The second wave began in the 1960s and continued into the 1990s. This wave divulged in the situation of the civil rights movements and the growing self-consciousness of a variety of (all) minority groups in the world. The voice of this second wave became increasingly extreme. In this phase, sexuality and reproductive rights were dominant questions, and much of the movement's exuberance was spent on passing the Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution guaranteeing social equality regardless of sex (and race). This is not the same alteration as we saw in the nineteenth century, but the contemporary representation of women perhaps resembles a woman just as independent and eloquent as the New Woman. 
This is where Victoria Clayton comes in. A few confessions first: The protagonists in her novels possess a kind of beauty that, indeed, outlines the first resemblance to the Harlequin pocket books. Secondly, the books always end happily and such happiness is brought about by the tie of the female protagonist and the man she has learned to love throughout the story. However, to me, it is the sheer profundity in the writing that surpasses the common chick lit novel. Together with Clayton’s references to authors dating from 43 AD (Ovid) to contemporary – which are the Seventies, as she always sets her stories in the late sixties, seventies, or early eighties – writers, she knows how trigger the readers through the information she displays. A reader could by a mere quotation from a philosopher or a stanza by Shakespeare not immediately realise what is being referred to, but the reader gets to broaden its knowledge (however childlike as it may sound).  Clayton more or less takes the common knowledge of her readers for granted and elaborates on a particular theme that in fact, may require certain familiarity. She has settled in intertextuality and uses this tool to describe the situations the characters of her books find themselves in, but I will elaborate on this later. Additionally, the characters in her stories have long and intricate conversations and Clayton uses these conversations as a device to display her political views and beliefs. The word play she applies during those conversations together with byzantine dialects that establish particular characters and their culture very well distinguish Clayton from ordinary chick lit.
Although Mazza phrased it so nicely, I do not think this particular definition applies to Clayton and not only because her protagonists, in most cases, live a less flashy life in rural areas opposite to the (often business) women who need to be in the immediate proximity of bars, office blocks, and fancy shops. This may sound a bit demeaning, but the examples just given above all take place in the dazzling cities like New York and London. Clayton’s work contains suggestions of feminism albeit in an earnest and sincere manner and all the women in her books are independent, and look after themselves. Moreover, the average of the 300-page chick lit is well exceeded where Clayton novels comprise 400 to 600 pages. 
Obviously, Clayton offers a lighter read than Boris Pasternak. Her labour on paper is not to be compared to War and Peace or Doctor Zhivago – except from the permafrost in Past Mischief – but she does provide us with a certain kind of literature could be described as a culture exposé. She describes a fictional, yet credible, world and from beginning to end she manages to surprise the reader with her literary knowledge and understanding and with her quick-wittedness. Although I certainly do not think of chick lit as the mentally-defied cousin of the literary canon, I truly believe Clayton does not belong on that list. It might also be her age that excludes her from the traditional chick lit authors whose age tends to vary from 25 to 35; Clayton was born in 1947. However, this may not be an ultimate criterion as Bushnell and Fielding were both born in 1958 and they both are held responsible for the current, irrevocable chick lit craze. Clayton knows how to label her genre and she easily sides with the writers of social comedy, but I dare say Clayton writes social comedy with a moral intention. She displays her ideas on society through the conversations, discussions, and letters between the invented characters, and one of the main reasons she sets her stories in the seventies is that she can indirectly manifest her views on society without directly criticising anyone. Clayton expresses herself through some thorough soul-searching of her characters’ souls, and she pretty accurately describes their behaviour and ideas, which do, or do not, fit into those characters’ social background. Many conversations and lines of thought in the novels hinge on societal standards. The themes that are pivotal to the Feminism Waves, such as religion, sex, women’s rights, and the individual versus the social order, are themes extensively discussed in the dialogues. 
The publisher of the first four books was Orion: not exactly the kind of publisher to be classified as chick lit-orientated. The later books were published by HarperCollins Publishers. Again, a publisher who worked and has worked with William Makepeace Thackeray, Charles Dickens, the Brönte sisters, Agatha Christie, H.G. Wells and J.R.R. Tolkien.




Grasping the Nettle of Translation Difficulties
Reading between the Lines
Victoria Clayton is not any ordinary writer and, as I said before, although her novels tend to be classified as chick lit, Clayton has more up here inky sleeve. Not only are famous writers, philosophers, protagonists from well-known books, or poets intertwined and abundantly illustrated  in her novels, but also puns, and (lining up Clayton’s alley) jeux de mots, are widely available to the reader. Those stylistic features are chiefly used in order to explain, embellish, or enforce a certain situation or phrase, as well as for the sheer jocular effect. However, no matter how funny or illustrious those features are, they inevitably pose a problem on a translator, as Clayton triumphs in jostling with the English language. Although some puns and applications of intertextuality are obvious, the truth is that Clayton does not always “introduce” her appliance of intertextuality; it does not always concur to an additional explanation or introductory verbalisation elucidating who is quoted, cited, or paraphrased. The protagonists often make the casual remarks, just as we would do in our daily life: laterally and randomly. The lines that Clayton borrows can be indicated by meaningful quotation marks, but that is the only hint Clayton provides. The translation of such lines stipulates for the best approach. 
A perfect example of intertextuality (the relationship that exists between different texts, in particular literary texts, or the relegation in one text to others) in Clayton’s work, can be found in the translation we find in this thesis. This excerpt is taken form CS and is crammed with references to the bard himself: William Shakespeare. In this particular piece of text, I have to admit, the implementation of Shakespeare is quite obvious as we are dealing with the best Shakespeare-actor at the time described. This is example if quite the contrary of her other work in which Clayton’s use of intertextuality is subtle: merely a tool used to convey a certain message through using someone else’s phrasing. In the aforementioned excerpt about a dozen references are made to plays by Shakespeare and translating those was not just a matter of copying quotations from any existing translation, I needed to make a well thought through decision, but I will elaborate on that later. 
In constructing the sentences containing intertextuality, one of Clayton’s tools is that she takes the, whether or not present, common knowledge of the reader for granted. All references, cursory remarks, and seemingly irrelevant additions expect the reader to know what is being brought up. In OL, for example, during an informal conversation at the introduction at Oxford University, someone makes a casual aside about Geoffrey Chaucer. “‘Salacious fellow, wasn’t he, Chaucer?’ winking and raising his eyebrow. ‘Not particularly. Perhaps you are thinking of Boccacio.’” (Clayton, 17) It is not at all inconvenient for the reader to know who Chaucer was, what his occupation was, where he lived, and what his relation was to Boccacio. In all fairness I have to say that I did not have a clue who Chaucer was, until I read a course of Middle English, an undefined requirement, perhaps. Only two pages later we find the protagonist mumbling a few lines and those lines appeared to be scraps from William Shenstone’s “Pastoral Ballad”. The reader knows the character is quoting someone because there are the telling quotation marks, but who does she quote? This queried tone might very well be the readers’. The reader could be drifting hopelessly, as he or she may wonder to whom or what Clayton refers. The novels can every once in a while be something of a mystery to someone who is not familiar with English literature. If the reader is puzzled by such utterances, already, then how are they to be translated? 
Flemish author and classicist Paul Claes wrote an extensive little book called Echo’s echo’s, in which he accurately describes the phenomenon of intertextuality, the allusion, and quotations. The linchpin of the theory behind intertextuality – the moulding of the meaning of texts through other texts – is poststructuralist Julia Kristeva. She embroidered on the theme being particularly intrigued by the research of Michaïl Bachtin who described the plurality of voices in the complex works of Fjodor Dostoevsky and François Rabelais. Bacthin’s ideas about two-voiced novels supplied a well-founded basis for Kristeva’s theory which she defines as “the document as reading of an earlier literary corpus, the text as an absorption of an answer to another text” (45). Intertextuality thus refers to a prior text, which is borrowed and transformed, or to a reader’s relegations of one text to another. There are a few more definitions concerned that I will explain in order to get the full picture. Bachtin discerned three ways of describing the multiplicity of voices in a story: “words can simply be cited through, for example, stylising or as a story; they can be parodied, through which ‘the other’ word loses its original meaning, which does, however, still echo; and they can occur in dialogue with the rest of the text through a polemic or rejoinder” (45). Those echoes surface in the fenotext. The fenotext is the text that appears to us as it is, and those echoes emanate from the architext: the text that does not appear, but lingers in the back of our head, or the text that springs to mind when reading the fenotext. For instance, would the architext come from the Bible, the fenotext generally exudes more value, but a fenotext can also rebut the importance of an architext mercilessly.
We can also categorise the different readings of intertextuality. Although I use the word ‘intertextuality” all the time to refer to literary echoes, I could also use the other specification: the allusion. An allusion is a reference, occasionally indirect, to a person, to a place, to a theory, and so forth of which the reader is assumed to have (at least a little) knowledge. Through the semantics of intertextuality or the allusion we start looking for the actual meaning of the relations of this stylistic element, and this is what the French critic Roland Barthes calls “‘connotation’ and ‘denotation’” (39). Denotation names the component of a language together with the contents of a language (the literal meaning), and connotation confers certain value to a word or a set of words. Denotatively ‘horse’ and ‘nag’ mean the same thing, but connotatively they have divergent values. In case of the former we signify a highbred animal with which we can show jump and do fancy dressage frolics, but in case of the latter we signify the pejorative that we feed our old bread at Uncle Mick’s. It also happens that both interpretations are applicable to intertextuality, for example through word play. Both meanings can play a role when writers use the denotated role to support the connotated role. Hence, sometimes there is not connotation without denotation. Claes summarises this as “every text is the meeting place of various texts of which it respectively is the rereading, the emphasis, the condensing, the swing, and the depth.” (46) 
The notion of intertextuality is derived from structuralism, or rather deconstruction. Jacques Derrida (1939-2004) was the founder of deconstruction, which is an approach that analyses the meaning of a text (and not only literary texts). It revolves around the idea that a text that deconstructs itself through its internal logic. Literal and non-literal texts contain oppositions and contradictions and when you deconstruct those texts, you can see to what extend those oppositions and contradictions are intertwined. Deconstruction tries to show that a text is not isolated, but conceived out of more meanings and interpretations because of numerous diametrically opposed implications, and therefore the text is not prone to only one interpretation. We also refer to the connotation of intertextuality as the semantics of intertextuality. In view of intertextual transformations we can make up a typology of the forms of intertextuality, namely “addition, deletion, substitution, repetition, summarising, and elaboration” (55). Those transformations can affect the graphic, the phonetic, the morphological, the lexical, the syntactical, and the logical. Another obvious example of text transformation is a translation of the text itself, although in this case the emphasis lies more on the fusion between cultures instead on the fusion between texts. 
Allusions, citations, and quotations are all hyponyms of intertextuality. Claes refers to the quotation as “an intertextual transformation that exists in the graphic (possibly phonic) and semantic repetition of an architext in a fenotext, and that may have a special function for whom recognises the quotation” (61). A literary quotation often obtains its significance through the fact that the architext has not been alluded to meticulously. The example Claes gives is the book Ulysses by James Joyce. By choosing a lexical quotation as a title, Joyce metaphorically creates a bond between the aged adventures of Odysseus and the contemporary account of Leopold Bloom. The assumption that “one who quotes, seizes the other text, and subordinates it to one’s own scheme” is observed. To be honest, I cannot say that I wholeheartedly agree. Using someone else’s lines in order to solidify and enforce your own arguments is a very clever approach. How many people have we not heard saying, “Yes, we can!” to facilitate their speech or to conclude an argument inspiringly. Churchill, Roosevelt, Martin Luther King, are a few of many prominent people whose words have left a lasting impression. Using those words is not an act in vain, but an act in honour. Instead of subordination I would use the word coordination.
The allusion works a bit differently. Van Dale defines it as “alluding to” and “in writing or speech hinting at something or someone without mentioning any names.” This definition is rather broad and elaborate, so I will try to categorise it. First of all, there are the lexical, the textual, the symbolic, and the substantive allusions. The lexical allusion comprises a certain term that can occur in a certain text through a description instead of the term itself. The same message is conveyed by means of different wording. Claes gives the example of the sentence “He loves you” and compares that to “the man in front of you burst with desire.” This is also an example of the elaboration I referred to earlier. In short, the lexical allusion does not copy the words, but the more elaborate meaning. We also call that a periphrasis. The textual allusion comprises a reference to an entire text instead of merely a word. A novel in which a man kills his father immediately provides a link to the story of Oedipus. A symbolic allusion comprises an allusion that establishes a relation between two texts determined by conventions. The substantive allusion comprises a euphemistic or dysphemistic description such as, as Claes indicates, “calling Satan ‘the Evil One’” (108). Interpreting both allusions and quotations is, as two types of intertextuality, bound to particular “requirements.” Claes describes a situation in which Ezra Pound has an interview: “Interviewer: ‘One of my Chinese friends heard […] about a great Confucian scholar who had written a letter that was so complicated that only one man in China could read it. Not very democratic, I’m afraid. Rather aristocratic, like you, Mr. Pound.’ Pound replies: ‘But it is very democratic as long as everyone gets the opportunity to learn to understand the letter’” (111-112). Those requirements are unique to every reader.
The intertextuality related phenomena that I just described are all, in large and small numbers, present in Clayton’s works. She applies the intertextuality remarks as well as the allusion or quotation. All those implementations possibly have several readings, if all those implementations are noticed at all in the first place. As a reader you have certain liberties and not recognising random allusions or quotations does not necessarily render a reader desperate, but it can be an obstacle for a translator. All those references need to be seen, need to be understood, and need to be interpreted in the right way. 
In GG the protagonist is a very enthusiastic autodidact. She is reading Edward Gibbon’s The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire and she quotes his allegations and ideas every once in a while. Only later in the book it appears they are all derived from Gibbon’s work. “‘[…] we should not estimate the greatness of Roe solely by the rapidity and extent of its conquests. Do you agree?’” (98) is one of the questions the protagonist asks when she is trying to make conversation with people twice her age. In RW the Freddie is talking about the crops: “‘What a wonderful idea! Oh, but wouldn’t it be terribly expensive?’ ‘What a girl you are for commerce.’ ‘Remember, income twenty pounds, expenditure nineteen pounds, nineteen shillings and sixpence, result happiness.’ Vere laughed. ‘Quite right, Mrs Micawber.’” (407) The “Micawber” to whom Vere refers is taken from Charles Dickens’s David Copperfield, as well as the monetary proverb. Should a translator consult an existing translation – as I did with my translation – or should a translator translate it himself? Need we construe this sentence literally or need we interpret this sentence illustratively. The source text, or rather the source culture, is familiar with Dickens, so those lines do not necessitate particular elucidation, but the target text may. Can it be translated verbatim, copied from the source text, or should the translator consult an existing translation of David Copperfield?  This choice can also be made by the editor or by the client, which might alleviate the translator. What matters is that the allusion needs to be maintained and this automatically means that the source text determines the shifts, if any, that are necessary for the reader in the target culture to gain an insight in what is being said and, more importantly, what is being referred to.
Another example comes from OL: “‘Oh William, I hope that won’t ever happen to you! How would you bear it!’ She looked at her brother, with tender, protective fearfulness. I thought of Tom and Maggie Tulliver and I could see that Eleanor would be capable of Maggie’s kind of passionate, self-denying love and probably that William would, like Tom, be unable to recognise or value it.” (167) The couple Tom and Maggie that Clayton brings up, are taken from Mill on the Floss, by George Eliot. You can easily translate those lines without having to think about whom or what on earth those two represent. However, certain background knowledge might perhaps help to strike the right tone to convey the appropriate and indicative message. This does not only require proper translation skills from the translator, but also the necessary literary awareness, and, again, is the translation of Mill on the Floss to be consulted? In this fragment, the architext is less significantly present, but it still requires a fair amount of attention. 
As in my translated excerpt from CS, we also find a Shakespeare quotation in PM, a quotation that requires clever puzzling and conferring with the applicable background information. We find the characters in the living room making small talk one of whom trying to display immaculate and polite behaviour in conformity with etiquette. “He went to stand by Mrs Paget and asked her how she liked Kent. ‘It’s rather cold, isn’t it?’ was all she had to say, in a flat, precise little voice. ‘Ah! “Thou art a summer bird, which ever in the haunch of winter sings the lifting up of day”.’ ‘Pardon?’ I thought she looked rather offended to be called a bird” (199). This line is taken from Henry IV, part 2. The lucky break about this quotation, and about many quotations put into use by Clayton, is that the quotation marks enclose the quotation. As I said, that is often the clue to intertextuality. In some cases the person who is quoted is briefly described so we know to whom is being referred. For example, “‘From now on, I shall keep them at arm’s length and concentrate on improving my mind. “Art alone enduring stays to us: The Bust outlasts the throne . . .” How wise Longfellow was!’ ‘I don’t think it was Longfellow who said that.’ ‘Well, at the moment I don’t much care.’” (PM, 374) Of course, such quotations augment the value and the status of the text and therefore they should definitely be maintained, but the problem that occurs is “in what way”. Just as the example of the Shakespearian “summer bird,” there are certain problems that arise when attempting to translate Clayton’s works. 
In Dutch we do not have the pet name (do not mind the pun) “bird” for a woman. However, your goal is to maintain the lines of the play by Shakespeare. This particular phrase preoccupies my mind and there are many more of those conundrums when Clayton dips her quill. Concerning this particular issue, I would, for one thing, take a look at an existing translation to see if that offers some latitude. As with the translation in this thesis, I dug deeper in the translation of Willy Courteaux. His translation of the summer bird line goes as follows: “O […] jij bent een zomervogel die op het einde van de winter steeds de zonsopgang bezingt” (Courteaux, 392). The message in the target text needs to be communicated as clumsily as is done in the source text as that is stereotypical for the character in question and that way you maintain the word play and use of intertextuality in the right way. However, it is not only the quotation that presents a problem; the pun as well turns out to be problematic. I have taken a liking towards Courteaux, also for consistency’s sake, but his translation of Henry IV, part 2, does not exactly coincide with the typically British pun. I have also consulted Gerrit Komrij’s translation of Henry IV, but he too chose “vogel” for “bird”. As I already mentioned, the descriptions for women could very well come from a textbook for a practising ornithologist, but in Holland we are less fowl-minded (again, do not mind the pun). We do occasionally use the word “kippetje” to refer to a woman, but replacing “zomervogel” for “kippetje” seems inapt in a historical Shakespeare play, and the play in question is a rather depressing play. It appears improper to translate Shakespaere’s words into derogatory Dutch. The fact remains, however, that the “bird” in the source text also is interpreted and treated as an insult. Still, the context of Henry IV, in my opinion, leaves no room for frivolities like “kippetje”. It has too much historical value to ridicule it with a mockery name, which, initially, was not intended to be interpreted as one. However, just using the “vogel” would inevitably result in the loss of the pun. I would not like to say that this is the only way, but rendering Henry IV like that, strikes me as rather poor. A translation could still maintain “bird” and say: “Ik dacht dat ze nogal beledigd was om een vogel te worden genoemd,” as being called a bird in Dutch may still stir many females.
	My own translation also left me in a bit of a pickle. All the references to Shakespeare took more than a jiffy to translate. CS is about a Shakespeare-actor and his family so we are not surprised that we come across half the poet’s oeuvre. All those references, however, leave a great many questions to be answered, which any translator will have to answer in order to deliver a satisfactory translation. Because in almost all Clayton’s novels we can find references to what Shakespeare wrote, said, thought, or to what he has meant for British society, it comes in helpful to take a closer look. It is needless to say that all the Bard’s contributions to the book in question need to be held intact, and while doing so, I preferred to use Dutch translations that were made in the seventies, and approximate years, because Clayton sets all her books around those times as well. This fact may look irrelevant, but not only to keep up a similar style in translation, also logistically had it appeared useful to stick to one translator and that translator would be Willy Courteaux. He made his first Shakespeare translation in 1953 and did not rest until he had finished all Shakespeare’s works. I used Courteaux’s compilations from 1970. Of course, there are other translators who provided acceptable translations, but I needed myself to follow a straight line in order to maintain one specific style and consistency and Courteaux’s works were also widely available. 
However, disregarding any other translation is obviously out of the question, so I took a look at a few and compared those to one another. Take Hamlet’s famous soliloquy, for example. Although I speak of translation, I sometimes sincerely doubt whether his legendary words “to be or not to be” should be translated at all. A certain loss inevitably goes hand in hand with a Dutch – thus less powerful – translation. Perhaps it has got to do with other powerful one-liners we have seen in the history. I am fairly certain more Dutch people are better acquainted with “I have a dream” than “I heb een droom”, and only few people do not know when and where those words were spoken. Although “to be or not to be” may not immediately be linked to Hamlet the play, many will recognize Shakespeare. However, any random quotation by Shakespeare will not immediately be recognised, so it should be translated, and when doing so, the question raises to which translation we should attend. 
Bert Voeten translated Hamlet in 1964, a few years before Courteaux and Gerrit Komrij translated Hamlet in 1989. Comparing those two translations to Courteaux’s translation, I would have to conclude Courteaux is the first past the post. By way of illustration, Voeten’s version says: “[z]ijn of niet te zijn; dat is de vraag.” Komrij’s version comprises: “[e]r zijn – of er niet zijn, is het probleem.” Courteaux phrases the words as follows: “[t]e zijn of niet te zijn, dat is de vraag.” Voeten’s and Courteaux’s translations are very much alike, but further down Courteaux’s wording is slightly more elevated and archaic (where Komrij uses words like “pummel” and “ouewhoeren”), so I concluded Courteaux’s version more suitable for a sixteenth century playwright.  
The fact remains, however, that not everybody will instantly distinguish Shakespeare in any arbitrary quotation and that is why I think Shakespeare can also be considered to be a cultural specific element. Rather a “culture specific item,” as Javier Franco Aixéla calls it. He describes those items as “one simple word that can represent an entire culture or population” (55). Clayton’s work is full of CSIs, some of them specifically related to the seventies, and those features are an additional problem to reader and translator. However, let us go back to Shakespeare. He is an “element” who comes with the package (the novel) and who does not always need to be deciphered systematically. Although certain unfamiliarity is not uninvited, there has to be recognition amongst the Dutch readers. Native English speakers, however, may also very well be unfamiliar with lines from a play or a poem by Shakespeare; just as Dutch native speakers may be (even) when that very quotation is translated into Dutch. It is not particularly the language that triggers familiarity, but it is the message itself that triggers familiarity, or unfamiliarity. That does, however, not automatically relieve us of the question of how we should come down on this pickle.
In Is Shakespeare Still Our Contemporary Jacques Derrida is quoted by John Elsom when he says, “the verbal body cannot be translated. (…) If, in a text, the letter and the meaning are tightly linked, translation can only be a betrayal, even if this kind of betrayal is necessary for cultural exchange and communication in general” (52). The grasping of a meaning is an intricacy that writers, translators, and readers all experience, but that does not necessitate a literal translation or an additional explanation in the form of a footnote. Especially in a novel, I think, footnotes are altogether misplaced. Reading for pleasure should not be perturbed by the lay out of an academic text. 
In the translation of Clayton’s books you occasionally come across a reproduction of the actual text, in the original language, right next to its Dutch translation. The original text has been preserved, whether or not in brackets, and the translation either precedes or follows it. Quite unnecessary, I should think, because I am convinced that all English words should be translated. If we were to maintain the couleur locale, as Diederik Grit phrases it in “De vertaling van realia,” I am convinced that leaving a passage unmarked is the right way to do it, especially with all the exotic “de trop,” “emboinpoint” and “savoir faire” already scattered about Clayton’s pages. Clayton has a penchant for foreign words and phrases. Her novels gain their value through intricate (English) phrasing and the intertextuality; by not translating them, those (English) texts become a satire of their English predecessors. As if the Dutch language is not capable of handling famous foreign authors. Had Dostoevsky been quoted, a translator would not think of puzzling the reader with mixed Russian dative and genitive cases.
“To be or not to be” does, however, continue to be tricky. The website www.enotes.com/shakespeare-quotes consists of a made up a list of one hundred famous Shakespeare quotations. “To be or not to be” is ranked six on popularity. Using those six words erratically, in writing or verbally, might be steadfast in a translation. However, when it concerns the sheer purpose of employing one’s arguments in literature, I am certain those words require to be translated. People who love reading are more susceptible to this kind of references. People who love reading will, perhaps, more easily link certain words to certain writers and will, perhaps, have less difficulty recognising the value of certain words that embellish or enforce a preceding or following text, but not everyone does. Therefore I cannot warrant the non-translation of Shakespeare’s quotations, regardless of their notoriety and recognition, particularly in a text that is built on intertextuality and on the powerful connotations of Shakespeare’s rhetoric. 
However, it is not only intertextuality that has appeared to be resourceful for Clayton: she strews word plays and puns all over the pages. A pun is a (deliberate) hint at two possible meanings of a word, phonetically, lexically or syntactically. Additionally, she adds the occasional spoonerisms, word plays in the form of obscure names, peculiarly formed sentences, and phonetic fusions (e.g. “the Lord is a shoving leopard,” “the sale of two titties”). The puns Clayton applies merely have the function of generating laughter, in which she succeeds. A petty fact: it was Shakespeare himself who was renowned for the abundance of puns and wit in his plays. 
A lot of Clayton’s puns are often combined with Shakespeare or other applications of intertextuality and the faulty interpretations or understandings of the lines cited, as you can see in the translation enclosed. In CS a common speech error is made when the names of the Shakespeare actor are jotted down. His entire offspring is named after a Shakespeare-cast, except for Harriet, yet the constable has not recognised the clues. One of the daughters is called “Portia”, which is consequently spelled as “Porsche” (30). Luckily, as names are not often adjusted in translations, this is a convenient pun. In the translation in this thesis there are a small number of misinterpretations as well, with the very same objective: laughter. 
Remember that the books are set in the seventies, the class system is still very much alive, and Clayton willingly takes advantage of that institution to characterize the people she portrays. It is the lower class that usually, and quite perfectly too, abuses all intertextuality and textual remarks. Clayton now and then tends to depict the lower class, and sometimes even the working class, as an institute that has fallen behind a tad, intellectually. The local farmers, maids, nannies, truck drivers, and porters all have a distinguished accent or dialect and all are moderately level-headed. Such distinctive features are not always easy to translate and the discussion remains around the matter with which Dutch accent a rural English accent should be translated, if translated at all.
In an interview in the Dutch magazine Schrijven Niek Miedema, an English-Dutch translator, says that an accent from eastern England should not necessarily be translated to, say, a Tukker’s accent. “You do not want people to think they are reading about Herman Finkers.” He and his co-translator Harm Damsma think you can signal such accents quite subtly through applying typical rural Dutch idiosyncrasies: the words we use to connote the farmers’ language or the language of the semi-skilled worker. “Spelling in itself is a great tool,” Damsma says, “stress-marks also give you the suggestion of a dialect.” In Dutch literature, the use of dialect is booming. The growth of pop bands singing in local dialect preceded the increasing number of books published in dialects such as Frisian or Limburg. According to Rutger van Eijken en Chris Leembeeckx the use of Dutch dialect has become especially popular amongst adolescents. It is a language to “boost your identity and to be opposed against those bastards from the West.” Dialect has a future. Clayton uses it to define the past, where the differences between classes were still well observable, but dialect still is of topical interest.
Brave New Words
Clayton has a lot of stereotypes in her novels that are characterised through speech, geographically, socioeconomically, or otherwise. RW is mainly enacted in the country and local farmers and grocers have pivotal supporting roles. One of them is George, grandson of the miller. The difficult part of his dialect is the singular verb use when the subject is plural “all men spits,” and “we uses” use, as well as the use of (double) negative “ent.” The translation of RW does not continue George’s inflections when he talks to Freddie, the protagonist: “we calls it Drop Cottage,” (10) and “[m]illers are always called Dusty, ent they?” (9) A few pages earlier, when Freddie arrives at the station of Pudwell, an imaginary village in Dorset, the porter’s dialect reoccurs in the translation. In the novel there is some confusion regarding the pronunciation of the village name and the family name of the landlord there. “‘Will Dewy’s at the market, too, and I dare say in the Rose and Thorn wi’ Clym. Pudwell, ye say?’ He pronounced it to rhyme with muddle. ‘Why, ye can walk it easy and save th’ expense.’” (2) This rural dialect, and in particular the sentence “He pronounced it to rhyme with muddle” is not too easy to work out nor to translate. Another thing is the family name of the local property owner, which is Gilderoy. The locals, however, pronounce this name as “Gildry.” Consequently, Freddie thinks that Puddle and Gildry are the proper names and regards those names as such. When such a nuance is accompanied by the inevitable misconseptions, they have to be maintained. However, the Dutch translator did not share that outlook. “We calls it Drop Cottage,” (10) and “[m]illers are always called Dusty, ent they?” (9) is translated into “wij noemen het Drup Cottage” (Voorbij de droom, 16) and “[m]ijn opa wordt altijd Dusty genoemd” (15). The place name is still pronounced as Puddle, but in the Dutch translation says: “‘Will Dewy is ook op de markt, en ik denk dat hij samen met Clym in de kroeg zit. Pudwell, zegt u?’ Hij sprak het uit as Puddle. ‘Ach, dat kunt u makkelijk lopen en uw geld in uw zak houden” (8). In Dutch we do not have a word that rhymes with the pronunciation of Pudwell – unless he had chosen for “zoals hij het uitsprak, rijmde het op poedel, but then we would be closer to a Mancunian accent instead of a Somerset one – so I think the translator has done a done a good job there, but he does not conserve any of the grammatical and spelling errors. Instead of those inflections, he describes George as a somewhat cheeky and ignorant boy, laying into the establishment, and by means of depicting his character through sentiments instead of language he established a certain person. However, I think the translator also made a few unnecessary adjustments. The proper name of the pub – the Rose and Thorn – is changed into “de kroeg,” and the abbreviated form “wi’” turned into “met”. Names of British pubs tend to be fairly hackneyed and self-explanatory; hence their appellation would not be lost on anyone, and not changing the “wi’” renders the porter a bit plain. The entire situation changes slightly because Freddie now does not find herself surrounded by people with strange accents what might have aggregated her situation, having fled from London. 
GG describes the protagonist Marigold who is eager to learn, but who is still very naïve and a bit ignorant. “‘Are you interested in Old Norse, Miss Savage?’ […] Duncan’s eyes gleamed. ‘You have heard, I’m sure, of the Nornor.’ He sucked his lower lip and looked at me expectantly. ‘The gnaw-gnaw?’ ‘Yes, the Fates of the Scandinavian myth.’ […] They tend the Yggdrasil.’ ‘Egg-drazzle?’” (92) A translator has to pull a bit of a stunt here to convey both the lexical and the phonetic meaning. Unfortunately, it turns out that the translator of the Dutch version has decided to stay put and omit the whole fragment where someone enthusiastically recounts old Norwegian myths. I know this is a challenge, but definitely worth to undertake. It is quite a pity and a disappointment to leave that fragment safe and sound. 
Another example can be found in PM: “‘How can I think of sleeping when I lie naked with a wonderful girl?’ ‘Na-ked. It is two syllables’” (169). While reading, this speech error is not perceived in the first sentence, but only in the second. The -ed affix in English does in most cases not come with an additional syllable, yet the speech fault has realised that. In Dutch we usually do have a past tense syllable, but putting this into practise does not always come easily. Clayton also has the tendency to peddle occasional poems and rhymes that contain fonetic puzzles, for example in CS:
 			A lady there was in Antigua
			Who said to her spouse, “what a pig you are!”
			He answered, “My queen!
			Is it my manner you mean,
			Or do you refer to my figua?” (66)

This very poem stresses and displays the Received Pronunciation in English. Had the poem been read by, say, Americans, the very last word would not at all have rhymed at all, but still would have posed a problem on the translator, as it already does. 
The examples I just gave are only a fragment of what Clayton keeps in store, but you should get the gist. Translating Clayton does not come easily and entails a certain common and literary knowledge, a level of creativity, and, perhaps, some courage. Translating the fragment form CS in this thesis also required some resourcefulness of which I did not think I had it in me. Generally, I translated the Shakespeare quotations according to Courteaux’s translation, but that was not always possible. “Give me some light. Away!”’ (Note (16)) required some grammatical analysis because Sergeant Tweeter needs to know what Waldo specifically meant by “away”. I had to change the following sentence because the lexical “away” has different meanings in Dutch, so that had to be adjusted. 
Another example of Clayton’s ability to “pun” everything is note (27). This was a difficult one and for a long time I did not know why a dog was brought into the conversation. Then it occurred to me that Tweeter probably refers to the lost puppy in the preceding paragraph. He only listens with half an ear, and consequently only hears “puppy” and “pound”. To pound someone means to hit, slap, or physically abuse someone and that is where he got the impression of a dog being kicked. However, that is not a grammatical association I can accomplish in Dutch. I used “asiel” as a translation for “pound” so I had to form a link between the dog and “asiel” in which “asiel” means something else than shelter or corral. Luckily, in Dutch there are more connotations for “asiel”. Tweeter now thinks the dog is an asylum-seeker. What I did was alter the information through a pragmatic change.
“Blood will have blood. Never shake thy Goldilocks at me.”’ The inspector frowned. ‘I think that must be gory looks. “Will all my great nephew’s” – great Neptune’s I think – ocean wash this blood clean from my hand?”’ puzzled me. Courteaux’s translation had to be slightly adjusted because Courteaux’s version was not wholly applicable. Goldilocks, obviously, is a blond girl and using “geblondeerd” – although I added an extra syllable – comes in quite handy as the meaning is maintained and is phonetically close to “bebloede”. Neptune was deformed in CS, and initially I did so in the Dutch translation. The odd thing, however, is that the “great” preceding Neptune in the original text by Shakespeare is not maintained in Courteaux’s translation, so what I eventually did was alter the his translation a bit by including “great” and consequently I could come up with a probable slip of the tongue and the confusion is grounded, and funny. 




Who Says What and Why?

The translation difficulties I just describes require a creative, yet logical, approach. I have read numerous articles of different translation scholars in order to find out what the best way to tackle the mentioned earlier issues would be. According to Christiane Nord, professor translation studies in the Hochschule Magdeburg-Stenalthe, the obvious thing to do when planning to make translation is that the translation should be preceded by a thorough investigation (“Tekstanalyse en de moeilijkheidsgraad van een vertaling”). One of the first steps in making this kind of analysis is to conduct a translation-oriented text analysis: an analysis of the source text. Together with Nord there are other translation scholars who say such an approach can do the trick, like Hans G. Hönig. He also presents a model in “Vertalen tussen reflex en reflectie” which focuses on such a textual analysis. Nord’s model is chiefly built on Katharina Reiss and Hans Vermeer’s Skopostheorie.
The Skopos Theory 
In 1984 Reiß and Vermeer published the book Grundlegung einer allgemeinen Translationstheorie in which all the fundamental theories are based on the Skopostheorie. Skopos is Greek and means “target.” The whole idea about this target is that a translation is generated for specific recipients (targets) with one or more specific purposes in a previously set situation. This strategy, in which the adjustment of the function of a particular text is essential, can be considered exemplary for how to approach a translation. The target text does not become a copy of the source text, but ends up being an independent text and its principle function does not have to be the same as the function of the source text. The Skopos of a literary text is largely established in the contract for literary translators and such a contract comprises several rules and requirements. A Dutch translation ought to be a fair and flawless presentation of the contents and style of the source text. Looking at Clayton’s books, I can fairly say that a translator has to aim for the same contents and style as those in the source text, and for the same effect he has to bear in mind that very style and contents. Nord’s approach is a fine one, although there are a few matters that I will need to take in account. 
In “Recente ontwikkelingen binnen de vertaalwetenschap: de doeltekst centraal” Jacqueline Hulst quotes a speech by Fidel Castro as an example. Castro held a lively and fiery speech but its translation rendered a rather dull yet informative version in which the function was lost, but the contents remained. A faulty translation in which the style is lost, and thereby a culture. Celia Martin de Léon of Las Palmas University explains the concept the Skopos theory as follows: “[t]he assessment of a translation […] centres on the effectiveness in achieving a purpose, while the assessment of the purposes themselves is excluded from the field of translation and assigned to other realms beyond the scope of the translation-theoretical discussion, such as the translator’s personal ethics or his culture’s specific values.” Hulst expresses in Denken over vertalen the view that “a translation is just a product with a twofold status: on one hand the status of an independent text that functions in the target culture and on the other hand the status of a derived product to which an other text lays as a foundation.” It is this foundation that is crucial to any translation, as it should delineate the functioning and the effect of the text in itself. 
Reiß and Vermeer also focus on the distinction between acceptability and adequacy where acceptability refers to the relation between the original and its translation when they both effectuate the same communicative purpose. Adequacy refers to the appropriateness of the requirements to the translation’s remit. Nord’s view corresponds to those insights. If all separately determined features in the source text together are seen as a unit for, say, irony, this also goes for the translation of the target text. However, the translator can independently and purposively come to a decision over the form, frequency, and distribution of those units, which means that the translator has no restrictions concerning the definitions of the source text. Nord’s adherence to the Skopostheorie involves that she values the purpose of the target-text (TT), the Skopos, over all other deciding factors in a translation. Individual interpretations do not at all play a fundamental role, but a supposititious one. She sees this as a difficulty that has to be avoided: “[t]he only way to overcome this problem is, in my opinion, first to control source-text reception by a strict model of analysis [...] and second, to control target-text production by stringent ‘translating instructions’ which clearly define the (prospective) function of the target text” (Nord, 1991). This school of thought and its consequences clearly affect the translation as a process and the translation as a product. The aim for the target text does not only impinge on the product, but also on the process itself, so in order to achieve a definite translation, some definite steps need to be taken. 
Nord illustrates the process as follows: the process of a translation is generally initiated by a customer or initiator (to which she refers as INI) who approaches a translator (T) because they need the translator to produce a target text (TT) for a specific target text addressee or receiver (TTR). An important guideline in analysing the process is the Laswell formula (1948). “Who (the sender or text producer) says what, in what channel (what medium), to whom (the recipient), with what effect (the function of the text)?” Nord has really warmed towards Laswell’s transmission model of communication and she added two outer textual factors: where (the place), and when (set point in time). She describes the “soll” and the “ist” situation where the former refers to the situation wished for (the translation based on the Skopos) the latter to the actual situation (the original text itself). 
Paul Kußmaul, an expert in English language and literature at the translation college in Germeresheim, invented a strategy called “der notwendige Grad der Differenzierung.” This means that a translator should not translate as accurately as possible, but as accurately as necessary. He is convinced a translator should be able to display a little creativity. Especially where someone does not keep to the beaten and lingual track, as Clayton does, certain cleverness can be particularly opportune. Indirectly creativity entails some freedom for the translator. A translator is not as unregimented as the author is, but Kußmaul claims that in the first stage of the translation (the creative process) a translator “needs the same capability as any other creative person, in order to recognise a problem, to assemble relevant information, and to formulate inception hypotheses for possible answers” (“Creativiteit tijdens het vertaalproces”). He uses Donald Charles Kiraly to exemplify his theory about the course of action in translating: “the translation process is a synthesis of the unconscious processes and the conscious processing of information” (264). Kiraly was, like Nord, a functionalist. Again, you see that the Skopos is the definition of the ultimate text. 
Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet, both teachers at Canadian universities, also express their stance on equivalence in their Comparitive Stylistics of French and English: a Methodology for Translation. They argue that an equivalence-oriented translation is a method that “replicates the same situation as in the original, whilst using ‘completely’ different wording” (342). They also say that when such a method is applied throughout the translation process “it can maintain the stylistic impact of the SL text and the TL text.” 
You see that it is favourable to the translator to analyse the target text in the first place to come up with the source text. Nord says that a translator needs such an analysis to raise translation problems and to come up with a way to tackle those particular issues. With the aid of this analysis, with the Skopos of the target text in the back of your head, those hazards become clear and you know what steps need to be taken. The content of the message is as important as the manner in which it is conveyed and they both need to be reproduced in the target text. This reminds me of the speech by Fidel Castro. Sheer rhetoric is just as important as transmitting the message itself so the target also comprises the meaning and the manner in which a message is conveyed. A translation-oriented text analysis surely comes in useful and it very well is advantageous. I will try to prove that this pragmatic formula that Reiß and Vermeer put up so efficiently is applicable to Clayton’s books as well. In this thesis I will also concentrate on what is said, how it is said, and how that message should be communicated, with the help of the quoted and illustrated scholars. They all offer great insights and by means of a combination of their theories (i.e. the Skopos as my focal point and some additionally required creativity, which might result in somewhat different wording, to construct a proper translation) I will be enabled to produce an acceptable translation approach and a translation in the end. I will try to prove that the Skopos is just as advantageous for me as it is for all the abovementioned translation academics. 
The effect Clayton tries to accomplish in using intertextuality, puns, and dialect, is laughter and enforcing or embellishing her arguments. Her remarks are sharp and witty and cleverly carried out. The example from PM, given in the previous chapter, illustrates the bit of shoving that is going on and that imposes a few of many difficulties on the translator. “‘How can I think of sleeping when I lie naked with a wonderful girl?’ ‘Na-ked. It is two syllables’” (169). “Naked” in Dutch has only one syllable, in fact just as the Hungarian Janòs pronounced it. If I take a look at Nord’s sentiments here, I will need to approach what is being said in this situation according to the Laswell-formula in order to find out how to analyse this. There is a two-layered problem to be solved. This example gives only a monosyllabic spelling for naked. To maintain the tenor of the actual dialogue, I need a Dutch corruption for naked containing two syllables, so she can still correct the inappropriate speaker. Or do I? According to Vinay and Darbelnet, I could alter the wording of the text in reaching an equivalent effect. Fact is that I am only dealing with one word and an entire upset is not required, yet I have to change the number of syllables (one to two) to be able to achieve the same consequence. Instead of the Dutch word for naked (“naakt”) you could say “nakend”. Now I have two syllables and hardly any phonetical change, only a lexical change. Perhaps, this example is rather simple, but Clayton’s work is brimming with this kind of riddles. However, the other example I gave in the prior chapter is somewhat trickier. It is the quotation from Shakespeare with the summer bird (I gather Clayton must be very fond of him, using his words as much as she does). The question remains whether bird should be replaced by a Dutch word that applies both to a bird and a derogatory description for women.  
If I summoned the aid of Laswell, I need to verify who the sender is, what he says, in what channel, to whom, and what effect he or she achieves. Defining every single component of this theory can be required to fully understand what is aimed for. George Gerbner also follows Laswell’s “rules”, but he has broadened the terms a bit. In “The Stories We Tell” Gerbner says that “someone perceives an event and reacts in a situation through some means to make available materials in some form and context conveying contents with some consequence” (1999). This theory lays more emphasis on who receives the message instead of who sends the message. (That could also be the case here. It is specifically the way the woman from the passage responds to “bird” what causes the translational hazard, but that approach, perhaps, is too literal for “to whom”) Gerbner talks about mass communication, which is not the case, yet his deepened insights qualify for communication in itself so his theory has been weighed, measured and found wanted. In their Style and Fiction: A Linguistic Introduction to English Fictional Prose Geoffrey Leech and Mick Short rephrase Laswell rather comprehensibly as well: “[l]anguage is a vehicle of communication whereby one person conveys messages to another for a range of different purposes, e.g., informing, persuading, reassuring. The way the message is used to achieve such ends, may, in ordinary speech situations, be called ‘the rhetoric of discourse.’” (206) 
Now, I could discern two types of senders, the actual speaker in the book itself, or the (implied) author. I can rule out the author as the narrator as all Clayton’s books are written from the first person’s point of view, so that is the narrator of the story. The idea about the implied author goes a long way back and denotes the virtual author of fiction who is taken for the subject and who lets the characters in the story talk and act. The implied author is independent of the real author and the narrator. It is part of the fictional world in which the reader finds itself. The ideas expressed are not the author’s own, but they are those of the implied author. Of course the beliefs that are articulated can very well be those of the author, but there is no need to necessarily believe so. I will base my analysis on the implied author being the sender. 
Now I have established who the sender is, let us take a closer look at what is being said. Gerbner’s theory describes the “what” as the “contents.” I can define the contents purely as the verbal delivery of the message, or simply as the meaning of the message as a whole.  Literally, the message in the book itself is what is being said, but it is a complex message, because it is partly intertextuality and partly a relapse of that intertextuality. Regarding the abovementioned scholars, the same effect needs to be achieved as in the source text, in giving “a fair and flawless presentation of the contents and style of the source text.” However, people, or readers, are less familiar with any random quotation from Shakespeare’s plays and sonnets. Hence, the effect of recognition in the target text will be punier than the effect of the source text. To attain a similar outcome, though, I might have to change the words to achieve an equivalent result, for the sake of the intertextuality the pun, and the Skopos. So what I need to achieve here is the safeguarding of the intention, but also of the reversion of the phrasing, so I will need to replicate the same situation as in the original, if need be through using “completely different wording”, corresponding to Vinay and Darbelnet. To comply with Laswell hypothesis, those lines – the quotation and the pun, the message in total – are what is being said. 
The channel – or medium – is also referred to as the instrument for the transfer of a text; it is what carries the message. Laswell explains that when you speak, the words are transmitted by means of airwaves, so they are the channel for all verbal communication. Television, for example, transmits its message both visually and through sound and a book transmits its message visually it. The channel responds to one of the five senses. 
Is the “to whom” the receiver in the book, is it the reader, or is it the implied reader? The first term that crossed my mind, when I was talking about Clayton “taking the knowledge of the reader for granted,” is the concept of the implied reader. As the reader can have an implied author in mind, the author may also anticipate an implied reader. That is a reader who does not cast a doubt on what he or she reads, and a reader whose bell frantically rings at every passage containing intertextuality or a poetic quotation. Leech and Short describe it as follows: “[t]he discourse situation with which we are concerned is thus a rather odd, embedded one, where an implied author communicates a message disengaged from am immediate situational context to an addressee (implied reader) who cannot talk back” (209). The implied reader is a term used to indicate the imaginary figure of the reader to whom a certain work is intended to address itself. Any random text can have a previously assumed reader, who has the distinct outlook that fits in that particular text, in order to achieve the maximum result, and this should not be confused with the actual reader, who might take a completely different view. As I very literally assumed earlier, it is not the addressee in the book itself who is the “whom,” but it is the implied reader. 
Lastly, l would like to discuss “with what effect.” What is the impact of the message and what is its function? I trust one of the main functions of Clayton’s text is to entertain. Although this joke is partly a display of intertextuality, the mere goal is laughter, and that is an additional reason why a translator should focus on the effect of the source text and on how to carry that across to the target text even when it comprises a joke that appears to be hard to translate. Pierre Daniel Huet’s views in ”De beste manier van vertalen” argue the complete opposite. Huet says that “it is the author who makes the joke, not you” (38). However, if you want to get the message or a joke across to a target audience that is not familiar with the lingual elements the author has at his or her disposal, a translator has to address himself to a certain amount of creativity and ingenuity to convey that particular to the target audience. 
Short and Leech have an interesting way of approaching this situation. They say that “[t]o complete the analogy between language and a code, we must talk about messages” (99). What they mean by code is that it is an instrument to convey messages; it is a medium of communication. All Clayton’s jokes and her application of allusions revolve around conveying specific messages, whether it is through dialogue, musing, intertextuality, or word play. Those messages can be ethical as well as comical, and by means of the word message Short and Leech distinct two components: sense and reference.  A word can be different in sense, but equivalent in reference: “[i]t belongs to the class of items which vary systematically, in their reference, according to the situation in which they are uttered” (99). They quite rightly add that the “notions of true value and reference can be applied to the mock realities of fiction.”
Although in the previous chapter I obstinately said that I would not translate the summer bird into “kippetje” I actually do think that this could very well be the fitting translation. The connotation of “kippetje”, is the same as “bird” and that would be what I ultimately am looking for, especially bearing the theories and theorists in mind. A completely different wording may have the equivalent effect. What I would like to achieve is the same effect as is achieved in the source text. I could quite rightly say: “jij bent een lentekippetje dat op het einde van de winter steeds de zonsopgang bezingt”. This way the translation does credit to Shakespeare, Courteaux, and the source text. Minor adjustments and alterations do not at all need to be feared in order to achieve an acceptable or adequate translation. 
In the translation in the next chapter I changed the wording, and sometimes even the context, through adding the odd word or changing the interpretation, the syntax, or the semantics in order to establish a translation or a piece of text that functions in the target culture as it does in the source text, and I think it worked. The example from GG where the translator omits an entire fragment is an example of how the style and contents of the source text are not fairly and flawlessly presented in the translation. A missed chance and a pity, that is. The “summer bird” quotation in PM in the Dutch translation is preceded by the original English phrase. This strategy does not exactly achieve the same effect as the source text, but the readers are introduced to the foreign quotation. However, this way the reader still does not know that it is Shakespeare, so there is no reason to add the explanatory original sentence. All this accomplishes is that the reader is “disturbed” by an English line in a Dutch novel. What you achieve is surprise and not by definition the humorous effect. I am convinced such an additional line, functions as an excuse for the translator, in case he or she has failed in making the proper translation. 
Again I have to think about the speech by Fidel Castro. To translate a speech, unless it is for subtitle purposes, also requires a translation of the rhetoric and the gestures, an increase of volume, and stress patterns. What counts is the meaning and the intention. Therefore I feel that all the Shakespeare quotations in the following chapter should obviously be maintained, but not necessarily be explained. They should be translated, obviously, but a translation does not automatically need to alleviate the reader. What I mean is that I have used Courteaux’s translations to translate the references to Shakespeare, but I did not insert any explanatory notes or accounts in the translation itself. The excerpt is Shakespeare-infested and this appliance intertextuality requires the necessary attention and effort, and in doing so I concluded that I was greatly influenced by what Kußmaul had said. Although I was reserved at first, as the translation made headway, I felt more and more confident I could use my imagination and be resourceful to accomplish the right translation. I suppose what I did was taking the implied reader into account, just as Clayton does. My (implied) target readers do not unavoidably have to be familiar with Shakespeare, but they should fill in the literary gaps I create, or rather, sustain, and although familiarity is not achieved through the quotation itself, familiarity is achieved through the use of Dutch language. The reader is allowed to puzzle, as I was allowed to puzzle the original. We already know the male character in the excerpt is a Shakespeare actor, a reader is smart enough to figure out that deviating lines are likely to be taken from Shakespeare’s plays.
The issue of the accent remained a problem, however. The constable in the excerpt says things like “‘It’s all them long words.’” and “‘Them para-patsies are on to us.’” Those grammatical inflections were hard to translate. Although I rejected what Montanus did to RW, I more or less did the same thing to my translation, albeit on a smaller scale. The grammatically incorrect article “them” is very hard to translate, but leaving that one out perhaps renders the character less significant than he initially is depicted. However inexcusable as it is, I do not think there is a proper Dutch equivalent whereas Montanus easily could have used translated the double negatives into Dutch double negatives. How often have we not heard the combination of “nooit niet” or the tag “toch” in negation? However, that does not relieve me of my “wrongdoing”. Luckily, in my translation we do not find the usual accents we come across when reading Clayton, the problem mainly lies in the use of intertextuality and the use of puns. 




Translation Clouds Amongst the Stars.
‘Kan ik iets voor je doen, Pa?’ vroeg ik terwijl ik nog steeds bij de tafel stond. Ik wilde graag zijn hand pakken, maar durfde niet. (1) 
‘Nee, Harriet. Deze heren,’ hij gebaarde in de richting van de politieagent, ‘hebben hun best gedaan mij te voorzien van het weinige dat een man nodig heeft in dergelijke onfortuinlijke omstandigheden. Mijn diner werd me voorgeschoteld en al was het eenvoudig – en, laten we eerlijk zijn, veel te vroeg om echt smakelijk te zijn – het was gezond en vers.’
‘Goed, meneer,’ Inspecteur Foy zette een stoel voor mij bij de tafel, (2) ‘heeft u er bezwaar tegen om in het bijzijn van uw dochter een paar details door te nemen? Informeel dit keer, (3) zonder Mr Sickert-Greene.’ (4) Henry Sickert-Green was de advocaat van onze familie. ‘Geen bandrecorder. Niets dat in de rechtszaal gebruikt zal worden. Hoewel ik begrijp dat Mr Sickert-Greene bang is dat u uzelf in diskrediet zou kunnen brengen, komen we met het feit dat u van hem geen woord mag zeggen geen stap verder, nietwaar? Brigadier Tweeter (5) schrijft alles op wat u kwijt wilt en dat blijft gewoon (6) tussen deze vier muren. Ik wil me een duidelijker voorstelling kunnen maken van wat er precies gebeurd is deze ochtend.’
Ik was ervan overtuigd dat Sickly Grin, (7) zoals Bron hem jaren geleden had omgedoopt, dit plan sterk zou hebben afgekeurd. Ik vroeg me af of Inspecteur Foy te vertrouwen was. Toen ik naar zijn mooie, rechte neus en vastberaden kin en intelligente grijze ogen keek, was ik er bijna zeker van dat hij dat was.
‘Bezwaar tegen een pijp, meneer?’ Inspecteur Foy stak een hand in zijn jasje.
‘Jazeker. Mijn stem is mijn voornaamste handelsmerk, Inspecteur, en die is erg gevoelig voor tabaksrook.’
Niemand kon mijn vader verwijten dat hij in de gunst probeerde te komen, ongeacht de situatie.
De Inspecteur nam zijn hand terug. ‘Zou u uw dochter kunnen vertellen wat er gebeurd is? Neem de tijd.’
‘Kun je er wel over praten?’ vroeg ik bedeesd. Het noemen van de dood van Sir Basil leek net zo tactloos als een volmaakte vreemde rechtuit vragen hoe hij zijn armen en benen was kwijtgeraakt.
‘Arme oude Basil, bedoel je? O-o-oh!’ Mijn vader bereikte met de uitroep twee registers. (8) ‘Vuige moord, gruwelijker, helser!’ (9) Hij schudde zijn hoofd, maar zijn ogen fonkelden, waarvan ik hoopte dat Inspecteur Foy dat niet kon zien. ‘Ha! Wat een leerzame ervaring! De ondergang van een paraderende hengst (10) naar een lijk gedrenkt in gestold bloed, met het tikken van de Tijd.’ (11) Hij zwaaide zijn vinger heen en weer alsof hij de slinger van een klok nadeed. 
‘Vaarwel, een lang vaarwel aan al zijn grootheid! Vandaag ontplooit hij het tere loof der hoop; en morgen bloeit hij, de derde dag komt de moordende vorst.’ (12)
	Je moest het hem wel nageven. De acute omschakeling op zijn gezicht van bereidwillige zelfbeschouwing naar vijandigheid zodra hij “moordende vorst” uitspuwde, was magistraal. Ik durfde niet naar de Inspecteur te kijken. 
‘O, jee. Was er veel bloed?’
‘Zeker, Harriet. Zo ver in het bloed heb ik gewaad, dat, als ik nu bleef staan, terugkeer zwaarder viel dan ’t verder gaan.’ (13)
‘Othello,’ zei ik automatisch, maar moest toen blozen, bang dat de Inspecteur zou denken dat ik op zat te scheppen. 
‘Tss. Macbeth.’
Ik hoorde het potlood van brigadier Tweeter fanatiek krassen.
‘Wat gebeurde er net voor u Sir Basil vond?’ vroeg de Inspecteur.
‘We hadden de gebruikelijke vertraging voor de repetitie. Normaal gebruik ik die tijd om op te warmen. Ik had besloten de scène waarin mijn ogen worden uitgestoken (14) in mijn eentje door te nemen. Ik was er nog steeds niet over uit hoe ik zou gaan schreeuwen bij het tweede oog, of ik aan moest zwellen tot een gil of dat ik mijn stem juist laag moest houden, als het gebrul van pijn als een schepsel dat geofferd wordt –’
‘Was u iets ongewoons opgevallen?’ kwam de inspecteur ertussen. ‘Iets afwijkends aan het toneel?’
‘Bij een repetitie is het altijd een chaos.’ Mijn vader leek geïrriteerd door de onderbreking. ‘Ik had het ongewoon gevonden als het toneel níet bezaaid was geweest met allerlei spullen. Er lagen waarschijnlijk rekwisieten, decorstukken, timmermansgereedschap, manuscripten, verfpotten, zwaarden, lantaarns, dienbladen – zoals gebruikelijk was het bezaaid met de onbehouwen instrumenten van de genialiteit en verdorvenheid van de mens.’ (15)
‘Hebt u onderweg nog iets aangeraakt?’
‘Niets. Helemaal niets. De zaal van de schouwburg was gehuld in duister, het toneel was verlicht door een enkel spotlight. Ik liep naar het midden van het toneel, verblind door het licht dat in mijn ogen scheen – een of ander uilskuiken had die spotlight precies uitgebalanceerd – struikelde ik over iets dat op mijn weg lag en viel. Ik stak mijn hand uit. Het ding was warm, onaangenaam kleverig. Het was die arme Basil – zijn hoofd aardig verbrijzeld. Ik sprong op met een kreet van “Steek licht aan. Weg!”’ (16)
‘Één momentje, meneer,’ zei brigadier Tweeter. ‘Toen u “weg” zei, bedoelde u toen een bijwoordelijke bepaling of een zelfstandig naamwoord? Weg met het lichaam, of ging u weg, of wilde u er graag een weg uit vinden, meneer?’ (17)
Mijn vader zuchtte ongeduldig. ‘Het is een citaat uit Hamlet. Als ik in staat was geweest om te denken had ik zeer waarschijnlijk alle drie de lezingen overwogen die je daar uit hebt gedacht. Het was een verschrikking, walgelijk!’ Hij rilde ontzet en ik was overtuigd dat dat oprecht was. Hij kon zich namelijk enorm aanstellen. (18)
‘Wat gebeurde er toen?’
‘Door mijn geschreeuw kwamen er een aantal mensen het toneel op rennen.’
‘Kunt u zich herinneren wie dat waren?’
‘Heb geen flauw idee. De vrouwen gilden om het hardst en de mannen deden bijna net zo hard mee. Wacht even, ik weet nog dat die kleine doublure erbij was – Sandra, geloof ik dat ze heette – die mijn ego streelde door zó opgelucht te zijn toen ze zag dat het Basil was en niet ik die er bloedroodgekleurd en doodstil bij lag.’ 
Brigadier Tweeter liet een misprijzend gegrom horen, maar de inspecteur ging verder.
‘Lagen de verhoudingen tussen Sandra en Basil niet goed?’
‘Arme Basil had er niets mee te maken. Ze is verliefd op me. Ik neem het uiteraard niet serieus. Ze is een schattig klein ding, nog maar net uit de schoolbanken. Je weet hoe ontvankelijk meisjes van die leeftijd zijn.’ Als de inspecteur dat al wist, liet hij het niet merken. Hij humde een octaaf omhoog. (19) ‘Maar,’ ging Pa verder, ‘het theater is een slangenkuil (20) van afgunst en onzekerheid. En Basil, de arme man, bezat niet de kunst zichzelf bij anderen geliefd te maken. Ik durf zelfs te zeggen dat ik er een paar kan noemen die hem ronduit haatten. Uiteraard,’ hij zette zijn edele Brutus-gezicht op, ‘doe ik dat niet.’
‘Zeer prijzenswaardig, meneer.’ De stem van de inspecteur was vol lof. ‘Maar het zou wel in uw voordeel kunnen werken, aangezien dit een moordzaak is, om dergelijke scrupules terzijde te schuiven. Deze middag heb ik verscheidene leden van de bezetting ondervraagd. Niemand van hen schroomde te vertellen over de ruzie tussen u en Sir Basil gisteren.’
Even keek mijn vader nogal gekwetst door dit verraad, maar snel zette hij een masker van levensmoeheid op. (21)
‘Ik heb geen enkel geheim voor u, Inspecteur. Het was een kinderachtige ruzie over een idee van Basil. Hij vond dat mijn ogen in de coulissen uitgestoken moesten worden, om geknoei met bloedzakken te voorkomen.’
‘U vond dat geen goed idee?’
‘Absoluut niet. In één of andere tweederangs productie wordt die handeling in de coulissen verricht. Maar daar bederf je, wegens gebrek aan enige vindingrijkheid, een geweldig tragisch (22) hoogtepunt mee. Het was overduidelijk dat Basil de onverdeelde aandacht van het publiek voor Lear wilde. Gloucester is in vele opzichten een veel innemender personage.’
‘Jullie hadden ruzie?’
‘Ik noemde hem een dikke, glibberige slijmbal – of zoiets. Hij noemde mij een Casanova, een vrouwenverslinder op leeftijd – onder andere. Ik weet niet meer wat.’ Hij hief zijn kin, die nog steeds vastberaden en geprononceerd (23) was. ‘Hatelijke onzin, natuurlijk.’
‘Dus u was kwaad. Was er een moment dat u hem wel wilde vermoorden?’
Mijn vader lachte alsof hij wilde inspelen op het gevoel voor drama van de inspecteur. ‘Ik ben geen gewelddadige man en het is ook niet mijn gewoonte om mensen die me uitschelden iets aan te doen.’
‘Maar waaróm ben je dan gearresteerd?’
Mijn vader trok een half lachend superieur gezicht. ‘Je moet het van het uitgangspunt van een politieman bekijken om te kunnen begrijpen waarom er zo’n zooitje is gemaakt van de hele zaak. Stel je een jonge agent voor – zo’n zeventien jaar oud te oordelen naar het dons op zijn wangen (24) – van wie het spannendste klusje van de dag bestond uit een verdwaalde puppy naar het asiel te brengen. Je krijgt te horen dat een beroemd acteur onder verdachte omstandigheden dood is gevonden. Je komt binnen gestuiterd, verslikt je door de opwinding bijna in je fluitje. Eindelijk, een kans om die handboeien te gebruiken! Iets om je moeder te vertellen wanneer je thuiskomt voor de thee! (25) Je ziet een mogelijk nog beroemdere acteur – het is niet aan mij om dat te zeggen – die geknield zit bij de plek des onheil – door Sandra’s onstuimige omhelzingen kon ik niet opstaan – en die druipt van de levensvloeistof van het lijk. Uiteraard – omdat je jong en dom genoeg bent en geen enkel inzicht hebt in de menselijke aard – ga je er vanuit dat hij het was die de man de genadeslag gaf met al zijn zonden in hun voorjaarsbloei; zijn hielen naar de hemel geslagen.’ (26)
‘Wacht even, Brigadier Tweeter ademde nu luid in zijn poging alles bij te houden. ‘Had die hond nou asiel aangevraagd?’ (27) 
‘Laat maar, Tweeter.’ Inspecteur Foy keek in zijn notitieboek. ‘We mogen niet vergeten dat uw antwoorden op de vragen van agent Copper op zijn minst dubbelzinnig waren. (28) Op de vraag wat u wist over de dood van Sir Basil, zei u, “Bloed eist bloed. Schud uw geblondeerde haren niet naar mij.”’ De Inspecteur fronste. ‘Volgens mij moet dat bebloede haren zijn. “Wast ooit blote” – grote Neptunus’, volgens mij – “oceaan mijn hand nog rein van al dit bloed?”’ (29)
‘Ze waren inderdaad enorm bloederig.’ Mijn vader keek neer op zijn gespreide vingers die nu genadig (30) wit waren. 
‘Maar u kunt hem toch niet arresteren omdat hij dat zei,’ protesteerde ik. ‘Hij verkeerde in een shocktoestand. Hij zei gewoon het eerste dat in hem opkwam. Het had helemaal niets te betekenen.’
‘Als je Macbeth kent zoals je zou moeten, Harriet,’ zei mijn vader afkeurend, ‘dan wist je dat het een gedenkteken is aan eersteklas nuance in een scène die vol zit met betekenis (31) en verwoord is met de meest hoogstaande poëzie: Nee-ee-n! Eerder kleurt mijn hand de onmetelijke zeeën –’ (32)
‘Dat snap ik, Miss Byng. Maar agent Copper heeft geen Engelse Literatuur gestudeerd. (33) Voor hem klonk het als een bekentenis. Toen uw vader weigerde om te zeggen dat hij het niet gedaan had, werd hij gearresteerd (34).’ 
Ik leunde over de tafel en legde mijn hand op mijn vaders arm. ‘Pa, zeg hen dat je Basil niet hebt vermoord.’
‘Jouw wens, Harry, (35) heeft die gedachte in jou verwekt. Alleen daar ben ik schuldig aan.’ (36) Mijn vader sprak langzaam, met een dromerige stem. ‘Ik ben zelf misschien niet het hulpmiddel geweest, maar ik moet bekennen, God sta me bij, dat ik vaak zo vreselijk kwaad was dat ik hem – nee, niet dood, maar – uit de weg wenste.’ (37)
Andere mensen deden er voor mijn vader maar weinig toe, tenzij ze in het publiek zaten. (38) Te worden bekeken, bewonderd en besproken was voor mijn vader bijna net zo fundamenteel als ademen. Hij speelde vol bravoure de slachtofferrol van een onterecht beschuldigde man en genoot ervan. (39) Een van zijn eerste rollen als kind was de titelrol (40) in The Winslow Boy.
‘Zie je nou!’ Ik keek de inspecteur aan. ‘Hij zegt net dat hij het niet heeft gedaan.’
‘Brigadier, lees eens even op wat je zojuist hebt opgeschreven.’
‘Ik schrijf het zo snel als ik kan op.’ De toon van de brigadier klonk gekweld. Hij las het langzaam en eentonig voor. “‘Vader Harry – ik ben schul-dig. Ik ben dan misschien niet het schuldmiddel (41) geweest, maar ik moet bekennen –” Verdorie! Mijn excuses, dames. M’n potlood heeft het net begeven. Het zijn ook allemaal van die lange woorden.’
De inspecteur zuchtte. ‘U snapt hoe het er in de rechtbank aan toe zal gaan, Miss Byng. We hebben eenvoudigweg (42) een duidelijke verklaring nodig. Een regelrechte ontkenning. En dan hebben we ook nog de kwestie met de vingerafdrukken.’
‘Vingerafdrukken?’ Langzaam werd ik bevangen door angst. (43) 
‘Het autopsieverslag is net binnengekomen. Sir Basil is één keer geraakt, (44) een flinke klap, middenschedel, van bovenaf. Volgens de aantekeningen van agent Copper lag er een metalen staf (45) naast het lichaam. Die is meteen voor forensisch onderzoek opgestuurd. (46) Vijfenzeventig centimeter lang. Hij woog een paar pond, (47) met aan één uiteinde een punt. En hij zat onder het bloed. Het forensisch team (48) zegt dat de vingerafdrukken van Mr. Byng op het handvat zaten. 
‘Natuurlijk zaten die daarop. Met die staf werden mijn ogen uitgestoken,’ (49) legde mijn vader uit. ‘Ik had het meegenomen om in de stemming te komen. Denkt u eens in, Inspecteur. Je armen zijn vastgebonden, je staat hulpeloos voor je vijanden. Hun grijnzende, triomfantelijke gezichten zijn het laatste dat je in deze wereld zult aanschouwen. (50) Toch niet helemaal! Het allerlaatste ding van alles is de sadistische punt van onbuigzaam ijzer dat zich via de zachte gelei van je ogen een weg baant naar je hersenen! A-a-a-rgh!’ Mijn vader wierp zichzelf terug in zijn stoel en schreeuwde zo bloedstollend dat ik mijn nagels in mijn handpalmen drong. Maria-Alba opende haar ogen en sloeg verwoed een kruis. Een politieagent keek om de hoek van de deur en vroeg of alles (51) in orde was.
De inspecteur wuifde hem weg en ging door. ‘Heeft u dit – ding om uw ogen uit te steken (52) gebruikt om Sir Basil te vermoorden, Mr. Byng?’ 
‘Natuurlijk heb ik dat niet gedaan! Ik heb die waarschijnlijk laten vallen toen ik over het lichaam struikelde. En natuurlijk zat er bloed op. Alles binnen drie meter van Basil zat eronder. Getver!’ Hij huiverde nog een keer en trok zijn donkere, gevleugelde (53) wenkbrauwen samen. 
‘Heb je dat, Tweeter?’
Brigadier Tweeter likte de punt van zijn potlood en mompelde dat hij wel wat had meegekregen.
‘Wat bedoelde u toen u Sir Basil een’ – hij keek weer even naar zijn aantekeningen, ‘“een vervelende oude nicht, opgeblazen door dikdoenerig taalgebruik” (54) noemde?’
‘Heb ik dat echt gezegd? Dat kan ik me niet herinneren.’
‘Volgens Miss Marina Marlow wel, ja. Wist u dat Sir Basil homoseksueel was?’
Mijn vader zette zijn Ik-kan een-uil-van-een-valk-onderscheiden (55) gezicht op, een combinatie van verstrooidheid en sluwheid. ‘Dwaal nou maar niet af, Inspecteur. Ik heb geen idee en het kan me ook niet schelen of Basil van de verkeerde kant (56) was. Hij is dood. Laat zijn geheimen met hem mee het graf ingaan. De mortuis nil nisi bonum (57) – een goed advies en daar zal ik me aanhouden.’
Was het mogelijk? vroeg ik me af terwijl ik naar mijn vader keek die een donkere krullende lok van zijn voorhoofd streek. Zijn uitdrukking was pure geveinsde (58) rechtschapenheid. Zou hij wel een moordenaar kunnen zijn? Mijn vader – die de weg overstak om maar niet de bloederige snoetjes (59) van de konijnen te hoeven zien die in de etalage van slager hangen? Die Loveday verbood de mollen af te maken die het gras ruïneerden? Die, toen Bron een tijdje gek was op vissen, hevig protesteerde tegen de wreedheid om levende wormen met haakjes te doorboren?
‘Dank u, meneer. Ik denk dat we het hier bij houden voor vandaag, Miss Byng. Ik zal een auto voor u regelen die u en Miss Petrelli naar huis brengt.’
Even wist ik niet wie Miss Petrelli was. Toen realiseerde ik me dat hij Maria-Alba bedoelde. Ik wist bijna zeker dat we er niet aan toe waren gekomen ze aan elkaar voor te stellen. Mijn angst groeide door dit vertoon van de alwetendheid van de politie. 
‘Moet ik nog iets doorgeven aan Ma?’ vroeg ik aan mijn vader.
‘Zeg haar dat ze dapper moet zijn. Alles zal worden opgelost. Een morgen en een morgen en een morgen kruipt met zijn trage pas. . .’ (60)
Ik stond beleefd te wachten tot de speech (61) was afgelopen, mij knie deed zeer en mijn snee stak. Shakespeare had toepasselijke kanttekeningen voor iedere gelegenheid. Hij was werkelijk onuitputtelijk. Het laatste dat ik van mijn vader zag was zijn gezicht dat naar het raam was gedraaid en hij zijn beroemde profiel toonde terwijl de jonge agent applaudisseerde.
Maria-Alba hield mijn arm stevig vast toen we door de gang terugliepen. 
‘Dit is erg moeilijk voor je.’ De genegenheid in de stem van Inspecteur Foy werd me bijna teveel. ‘Hij houdt zich naar omstandigheden goed. Probeer je niet te veel zorgen te maken.’ Maar hij geloofde dat mijn vader schuldig was aan moord en was daarom de vijand. Ik voelde me verward.
We hoorden boos verheven stemmen. Ik wendde mijn ogen af van een groepje dat ruzie stond te maken bij de receptie. Ik had even meer dan genoeg van de ongeciviliseerde mensheid. (62) Toen schreeuwde iemand, ‘orde is slavernij!’ Ik zag Dodge en Yell, beiden zaten met handboeien vast aan een politieagent. (63) Dodge had een dik oog dat bijna dicht zat en er liep bloed uit Yells neus. Desondanks was het overduidelijk (64) dat er nog steeds vechtlust in hen zat. Er lag een kapotte stoel op z’n kant en er waren verscheidene posters van de muren getrokken. 
‘Stelletje varkens! (65) Kapitalistische zombies!’ schreeuwde Yell.
‘Harriet!’ Dodge vond mijn verachtelijke burgerlijke naam blijkbaar even niet belangrijk. ‘Hebben die fascisten je te pakken genomen? Hé! Jij daar!’ Hij had het tegen inspecteur Foy. ‘Laat mijn vriendin met rust, ja! Ik weet wat onze rechten zijn!’ De inspecteur keek me scherp aan. Ik voelde dat ik rood werd. (66)
‘Waar breng je dit stelletje heen?’ vroeg hij aan een van de geboeide politieagenten.
‘Naar het politiebureau. Ze hebben een aardig zooitje gemaakt van de mooie cel waar we ze in hadden gestopt, dat is vragen om een harde aanpak. Ik denk dat we dat wel kunnen regelen.’
‘Laat die klootzakken je niet kleinkrijgen, Harriet.’ De stem van Dodge klonk bijna teder. ‘Zeg helemaal niets! Ze zullen ons op borgtocht vrijlaten. Ik zie je in de rechtszaal.’ Hij zwaaide met zijn losse vuist. ‘Vecht voor de vrijheid!’
‘Is alles goed met je?’ Ik keek van Dodge naar Yell. Zij stak discreet twee vingers op (67) zodat Dodge het niet kon zien. ‘Ze zullen hen toch geen pijn doen?’ vroeg ik aan de inspecteur toen ze onder het luid scanderen van leuzen werden weggevoerd. ‘Het is toch geen misdaad om andere mensen proberen te helpen?’
‘Als je mijn advies wilt, ga morgen dan niet naar Owlstone Road.’
‘Oh. Nee.’ Ik was veel te overdonderd door alles waarvan de inspecteur op de hoogte was om zelfs maar te overwegen zijn gezag op de proef te stellen. ‘Dat zal ik niet doen.’
‘Goed zo, meisje. (68) Brigadier Tweeter zal jullie naar huis brengen. Goedenavond, Miss Petrelli.’
De reactie van Maria-Alba was onhoorbaar.
‘Verdorie! zei Brigadier Tweeter, die door de hal voor ons uit liep. ‘Die para-ploerten (69) hebben ons door. Inspecteur Foy dacht ze naar Hammersmith te sturen. Hij heeft een lokauto klaargezet, maar daar trapten ze natuurlijk niet in.’
Ik stapte over de drempel en werd verblind door het flitsen van camera’s. ‘Kijkt u deze kant maar even op, juffrouw. (70) Hoe gaat het met uw vader, Miss Byng? Was Waldo Byng al aangeklaagd? Hierheen! (71) Welke dochter ben jij?’ De verzoeken en vragen klonken buitengewoon bedreigend. Nu snapte ik waarom primitieve (72) volken camera’s zagen als de dieven van hun ziel. De explosie van licht in mijn gezicht absorbeerde wat nog restte van mijn krachten. Maria-Alba gaf zonder te waarschuwen over bovenaan het trapje en ik maakte gebruik van het gat dat was ontstaan door verslaggevers die achteruit deinsden voor de poel met braaksel, sloeg mijn arm om haar heen en volgde Brigadier Tweeter die zich langs drie fotografen heen worstelde. Hij duwde Maria-Alba in de auto. Handen trokken aan mijn armen en hielden zelfs de kraag van mijn jas vast. Ik voelde de hulpeloze machteloosheid van een nachtmerrie. Het volgende moment zat ik in de auto en had Brigadier Tweeter de deur pijnlijk tegen mijn heup dichtgeslagen. 
Mari-Alba moest weer overgeven, deze keer in de auto (73) en Brigadier Tweeter vloekte luid, maar dat kon ook een reactie zijn op de gezichten die tegen de ramen waren gedrukt, het flitsen van de camera’s en het bonken van vuisten op het glas terwijl we langzaam wegreden. Maria-Alba hield haar zakdoek tegen gezicht gedrukt en haalde schokkend adem, ze hyperventileerde. Met een behendigheid die door ervaring was ontstaan leegde ik mijn tas op mijn knieën en trok die over haar gezicht om de opname van zuurstof in haar bloed te beperken en de hoeveelheid kooldioxide te verhogen. We lieten de menigte achter ons en haastten ons door de afnemende avondspits. Ik wreef over Maria-Alba’s trillende handen en probeerde haar gerust te stellen. Het leek wel een eeuwigheid naar Blackheath. 
Allerlei gedachten flitsten in flarden door mijn hoofd, ongrijpbaar wanneer ik ze had doorgrond. Mijn vader zat alleen op die akelige plek, zich een slag in de rondte te acteren voor een praktisch lege zaal. Het voelde alsof ik hem in de steek had gelaten. (74) Vanaf mijn jeugd, vanaf het eerste moment dat ik in staat was een bepaald gevoel in de stroom van gevoelens te onderscheiden die het kinderlijke bewustzijn vormt, wist ik intuïtief dat mijn ouders beschermd moesten worden tegen een genadeloze, hardvochtige wereld. Die intense liefde die kinderen voor hun ouders koesteren bleef, vervolgens, nooit onaangetast door angst.
Naarmate ik ouder werd, groeide het gevoel voor gevaar en omvatte dit ook hun uitspattingen. Ze deden graag gewaagde dingen, bevonden zich graag aux anges (75) of in een diep dal van wanhoop en maakten ze zich nauwelijks druk of wij zagen hoe ze er aan toe waren. Ze beschouwden emotionele buitensporigheid als alles uit het leven halen en misschien hadden ze daar wel gelijk in. Maar ik was het ondergeschoven kind. Behoedzaamheid, je zou die gerust lafheid kunnen noemen, was een onderdeel van mijn karakter. Het leek er op dat ik ieders aandeel van voorzichtigheid had gekregen en ik was vaak plaatsvervangend bang. Ik was er vrijwel zeker van dat het optreden dat ik net gezien had het resultaat was van het gelukzalige gevoel dat door veroorzaakt wordt door een schoktoestand.  Het vertrouwen van mijn vader moest wel een flinke klap hebben opgelopen. Wat nou als hij zijn moed verloor in de lange uren van de nacht?
We reden Tower Bridge over zonder dat ik het doorhad. Was Inspecteur Foy overtuigd van Pa’s schuld? Zou hij het bewijsmateriaal zorgvuldig uitpluizen of zou hij hopen op een snelle veroordeling? Hoeveel onschuldige mannen waren er wel niet die in de gevangenis hun straf uitzaten voor misdaden die zij niet hadden begaan? Was mijn vader onschuldig? Het idee dat hij dat niet was, was zo beangstigend dat ik mijn kiezen op elkaar moest klemmen om niet te gaan schreeuwen. Na vijftien ellendige minuten waren we in Blackheath en Brigadier Tweeter zei, ‘Is er een achteringang, juffrouw? Die klootzakken – excuses voor het taalgebruik, juffrouw – de dames en heren van de pers zijn er namelijk.’ (76) 
Er stonden minstens tien mensen (77) in de schaduw van ons hek. Ik ontwaarde Bron in hun midden. Al poserend en glimlachend draaide hij zijn hoofd heen en weer. Ik wees de brigadier de weg naar het steegje naast ons huis. (78) Ik had een naar adem snakkende Maria-Alba nog niet uit de auto gehesen of ik hoorde al rennende voetstappen en angstaanjagende geluiden. (79)
‘Ga maar naar binnen, juffrouw. Ik houd ze wel tegen. Schiet op, jullie!’ Brigadier Tweeter schreeuwde toen hij uit de auto stapte. We haastten ons door het hek, renden door de kronkelingen van Lovedays doolhof en stormden het huis binnen. Ik sloot en vergrendelde de deur. 








(1)	Here I altered the sentence a wee bit, because a translation like, say, ‘ik wilde wel, maar durfde niet” comes across as more empathic than ‘maar ik had er de moed niet voor.’ I feel the former portrays Harriet’s feelings in a more accurate manner, so I changed the structure of the sentence. Andrew Chesterman describes that as a “syntactic strategy” in a sentence (“Vertaalstrategieen: een classificatie”). This entails a change in a clause, a constituent.  I replaced the original verb phrase by a nominal predicate. 
(2)	I tried quite a lot of phrases to catch the exact meaning of the sentence. At first, ‘schoof een stoel voor mij aan tafel’ seemed to be the perfect solution, but then it occurred to me that you can only do that (‘aanschuiven’) with someone in a chair and not just with any random chair. Instead I decided to translate more literally so I chose for a more self-explanatory translation, which describes the situation. 
(3)	I deliberately decided to translate ‘now’ with, ‘dit keer. I could have chosen for ‘nu’, but it sounds less formal to use the former and that is what Inspector Foy is trying to accomplish here. He is trying to ease Waldo Byng in order to get a straight confession or, at least, a coherent account of that very day. It is a change in cohesion that makes a subtle difference. I put less emphasis in the translation. 
(4)	Obviously, I have chosen to maintain the proper names, or the terms of address as they are given in the original. I believe there is no need to substitute names in a novel that patently takes place in England. This would only lead to confusion and as there are many culture-specific items in Victoria Clayton’s books I feel no need to modify those. I chose to use a literal translation.  
(5)	Unless we are talking about the army (...) sergeant needs to be translated into “brigadier”. The word is often used in Dutch and is the rank before someone is promoted to inspector (the Lewis in Morse), just as inspector is to be translated into “inspecteur”.
(6)	The overtone in “needn’t go” was translated into “gewoon”. Again, the atmosphere Foy is trying to create needs to be captured. By applying “gewoon” I felt I had struck the right mood. It is another case of a syntactic strategy. 
(7)	Sickly Grin clearly is a variant to Sickert-Greene. Had I translated the former the latter would have needed a modification as well, but I believe readers do not need such explanatory translations. Comment (4) is also applicable to this case. The Dutch version (Alle sterren van de hemel) gives the Dutch translation in brackets (“ziekelijke grijns” (28)), following the mock name. I have said this earlier, but I find this rather redundant. The name is obviously derived from Sickert-Greene and the reader is not exactly taken seriously by adding this explanation. 
(8)	This phrase more or less racked my brains. “My father ran through two registers […].” Not one suitable Dutch equivalent sprung to my mind. I could not think of a Dutch expression or phrasing which would cover the “exact” meaning. However, as Waldo Byng is an actor who does not seem to forget that for a single moment he would evidently use all kinds of several vocal channels in order to express himself. Reaching two registers, literally, would not be unusual for an actor, as actors may need colourful intonation to convey their message. In this sentence I found it apt to apply the Dutch actual (music) equivalent of (organ) registers since we are in a situation in which certain cadence in one’s voice is more likely than monotonousness. 
(9)	This is a quotation taken from Hamlet and I used Willy Courteaux’s translation of Hamlet, which came from a compilation made in 1970. What I cannot believe, however, is that the Dutch version, made by Parma van Loon, has not at all preserved the quotation from Shakespeare’s play. Waldo Byng breathes Shakespeare, the playwright is the very core of Waldo’s existence, and van Loon decided to annihilate him. With all due respect, I think this translation is ignorantly and uninterestedly engineered.
(10)	Obviously, a cock is not the English equivalent for the Dutch word for a male horse, but I found it necessary to use “hengst” as an alternative to “cock”. I replaced “cock” by “hengst” (and “strutting” by “paraderende”) because I needed a Dutch substitute for a male animal that could be used to refer to a man who makes a big splash. I considered “hengst” well applicable. “Paraderende” made a fine translation as the man who is referred to, in fact, is gay and stallions tend to sashay, especially at shows (and inspections). Link that to theatre and you have a nice rendition, so what I did here was making use of synonyms and equivalents.
(11)	I could not help but thinking this quotation was taken from somewhere. A day and then some more of intensive research left me with nothing, so I decided to make a word for word translation, maintaining the capital T of Time. 
(12)	This quotation was taken from Henry VIII and I used Courteaux’s Dutch translation from 1970.
(13)	This quotation was taken from Macbeth and I used Courteaux’s Dutch translation from 1970. 
(14)	This was a rather tough one. The use of the gerund in this sentence was hard to translate so instead I decided to use a full sentence with a description. I changed the explicitness here. Van Loon’s version gives “steekscène” which could refer to someone being stabbed in any place. The following explains what happens, but I do not think “steken” and “uitsteken” are the same thing.  
(15)	It was not always easy to cope with Waldo’s rhetorical dexterity. The original phrase left me relatively puzzled, but I felt that the translation had to be rather puzzling as well. I believed “genius” and “depravity” (evidently) needed to be connected to theatre. As we see both the result of man’s “genialiteit” en “verdorvenheid” on stage, I felt this were the right words to pick. I had hoped Van Loon might have saved the situation, but unfortunately, she omitted the whole passage.
(16)	As the original text indicates a few lines later, this quotation was taken from Macbeth. Again, I used Courteaux’s translation. Although I could easily copy the translation from Courteaux’s volume, first I needed to see it fit in the context, because of the pun that follows. Again, I have to say that I am utterly disappointed in the Dutch translation. Van Loon has left out several lines and Shakepseare and the pun are gone missing. All those features constitute the juicy ingredients of the book, and now I am already a page ahead because of the lack of embellished information in Van Loon’s version.
(17)	As one of Victoria Clayton’s wittiness is about to be displayed I needed to see if Courteuax’s version was apt for the following “riddle”. “Away” has to be applied in three different ways and was that to be done with “weg”. Any translation would have given “weg” as the translation for “away”, about that I needed not worry. The difficulty lies elsewhere. The original defines “away” in two ways: twice as an adverb, once as a noun. In Dutch I had to achieve something similar. Instead of translating “one word or two?”, I decided to have Tweeter ask for nouns and adverbs instead of for the number of words. In my translation that is the level that makes the difference and the initial “a” in “away” is never applied in Dutch so I needed to adjust this sentence strongly and, consequently, I altered the language act.  It is a bit questionable whether Tweeter actually has that factual knowledge of English grammar, but that did not affect my translation. Tweeter’s use of the definite article “them” is something I did not maintain, neither the singular verb use. That is a very common speech inflection, which does not necessarily determine a character and adding a Dutch inflection would inevitably turn that person into someone who is regarded as much thicker that the person we see now. 
(18)	Instead of “just” translating the adverb, I decided to turn “squeamish” into a nominal predicate. Something like “teergevoelig” or “had een zwakeke maag” did not quite catch the drift of squeamish, so I had to tackle this in a different way. A syntactic strategy was the way to do this. 
(19)	At first I wanted to take the octave out of the whole paragraph, because it sounded odd to me. As that must have been Clayton’s intention, I put it back in, still not knowing what to do with it. At the end of the day I decided (as I had done with registers) to maintain the whole lot and just to get used to it. It still sounds odd to me (I know, instead I should say something about how extremely satisfied I am with my solution, but I cannot say that I truly am), but in time it will grow on me.
(20)	 At first I thougt Waldo referred to the term hotbed by using “adder’s nest”, so I translated it with “broeinest”. There is no ambiguity in “adder’s nest”, however, so translated it with “addernest,” a purely word for word, and biological, rendering, but, then I heard the term slangenkuil somewhere so I immediately replaced adder’s nest. Et voilà!
(21)	At first, I translated world-weariness with an equivalent of “verveling”. However, the circumstances lead to Waldo perhaps feigning not to care about the cast talking negatively about him, and by showing certain ignorance he might ooze the same emotion. “Wereldmoeheid” seems quite decent.
(22)	In Dutch we tend to use “drama” in the same context as they do in English. However, I believe those two words are false friends and, although it has settled down in Dutch, I wanted another substitute in my translation. “Tragisch” covers the feel of “dramatic”, both lexically and theatrically. 
(23)	Both descriptions envelop Waldo’s both handsomeness and his determinacy. I believed both interpretations are very well applicable in this situation, yet I felt a note was necessary, because I felt well-defined was ambiguous. 
(24)	Using a plural form sounds better than just saying, “z’n wang”. That sounds as if Waldo indeed refers to one cheek instead of two. Applying explicitness of information seemed necessary. 
(25)	We know English tea (time) encompasses a whole lot more than the Dutch cup of tea, but Waldo portrays Copper as if he indeed is the kind of guy who would go to his mum after work to discuss his day over tea. Just as eight-year olds do in Holland. Therefore “thee” sounded good to me. By the way, I am not saying that Waldo by definition refers to the whole high tea thing as we all we all know to be typically British. Although there can be two interpretations, the information the sentence is maintained.
(26)	Again, we have a quotation from Hamlet (from: “with all his crimes…”) and I took Courteaux’s translation from 1970, which I slightly adjusted as Waldo intertwines all the quotations with his personal life. 
(27)	This was a tough one and for a long time I did not know what the dog had to do with it. Tweeter must be referring to the lost puppy in the previous paragraph. As he is only listening with half an ear, I think he only hears “puppy” and “pound”. To pound someone means to hit, slap, or physically abuse someone. That is where he must have gotten the impression of someone kicking a dog. However, that is not the exact association I can accomplish in Dutch. I used “asiel” as a translation for the verb “pound” so I had to form a link between the dog and the noun “asiel” in which “asiel” means something else than shelter or corral. Luckily, in Dutch there are more connotations for “asiel”, so lucky me. Tweeter now thinks the dog is an asylum-seeker, so what I did was alter the information, a pragmatic change. I was quite curious to see what the Dutch translator handled this sentence, but it is missing.
(28)	At first, I divided the sentence in two and put “dat mogen we niet vergeten” at the end. Trying to justify that choice did not come to any good so I decided to try one sentence with the forgetting part in the beginning and it actually worked. It appeared I did not have to change the structure of the clause to have it sound more natural.
(29)	Here is another one of Clayton’s jokes. Courteaux’s translation had to be adjusted because it was not directly applicable. Goldilocks, obviously, is a blond girl and using “geblondeerd” – although we have an extra syllable – comes in quite handy as the meaning is maintained and is phonetically close to “bebloede”. It was Neptune that was deformed and in any Dutch translation that name is translated to Neptunus. The odd thing, however, is that the “great” preceding Neptune is not maintained in Courteaux’s translation. What I did was alter his translation a bit, I included “great” and then I could come up with a probable slip of the tongue, and subsequently the confusion is grounded. Again, I had to change the information, although I would not classify this as a pragmatic change of information. The “blood will have blood” and “Neptune” phrase is present in Van Loon’s version albeit without the misinterpretations. As this “confession” is pivotal to the reason why Waldo is in prison, it could not be left out, but it is merely a shadow of what Clayton wrote and I do not think she consulted any existing translation. Not that doing that is the only way to tackle Shakespeare, but it seems that those lines were just random lines to Van Loon.
(30)	It was a bit difficult to figure out what to do with “mercifully”. His hands are clean now, an indirect evidence of Waldo’s innocence. Choosing “genadig” lead to the same conclusion: as if his hand are cooperating and trying to plead not guilty, a personification, but not out of place. I might add that “inschikkelijk” en “mercifully” are synonyms, I used a semantic strategy.
(31)	I translated nuance word for word, but at first I thought “verfijning” would be more appropriate. I wanted to grasp the meaning of what Waldo was saying by using more intricate words that the ones he used (same goes for “meaning” which I initially translated to something else), but I see now that that was not necessary. A word for word translation was quite appropriate here. 
(32)	This is another quotation from Macbeth, for which I used Courteaux’s translation from 1970. 
(33)	Here I turned the active into a passive sentence – a syntactic change: changing the structure of the clause. Using this form I felt the gist would stress the (perhaps unconsciously present) impatience of Foy.
(34)	In my translation I considered it redundant to explain that it is the constable who places Waldo under arrest. That was clear and reiterating this just did not catch the drift my current version does. By omitting this I am being less elaborate, yet more explicit than the original.
(35)	Perhaps an irrelevant note, but Harriet’s nickname is Harry. Twice as appropriate, I thought. 
(36)	This quotation was taken from Henry IV part 2 and I used Courteaux’s translation from 1970. 
(37)	I decided to change the clause and use the expression “iemand uit de weg willen hebben” instead of genitive “my way”. I thought this would be more poetic and suitable.  
(38)	I slightly altered the sentence here, and to its own benefit. Mine is a bit more elaborate, but because it says “to my father” I thought I could permit this modification in order to express Waldo’s selfishness. I turned the sentence into two clauses one of which a subordinate conjunction, syntactic strategy. 
(39)	In this sentence I reversed the direct object. The sentence is a long summary and by reversing it, it becomes more readable in Dutch, another syntactic strategy.
(40)	Here I contracted “roles … the eponymous character in The Winslow Boy” into “de titelrol van The Winslow Boy”. In Dutch it would have sounded ambiguous so I had to change the structure of the sentence. 
(41)	Tweeter mistakes instrument for hinstrument. I translated instrument with “hulpmiddel” so I had to alter that in the repetition of the statement as well. Turning it into “schuldmiddel, renders the words phonetically close and since we are talking about who’s killed who, using a guilt-related word seems becoming. The message has remained, yet the contents have changed a tad. 
(42)	I added “eenvoudigweg” to this sentence with which I hoped to achieve the effect that I experienced whilst reading the original. Foy is not yet convinced of Waldo’s guilt and by adding this word I feel I have achieved the same emotion. By using a pragmatic strategy, I am being more explicit.  
(43)	I guess this is the sentence that caused me most trouble and I have tried many variants and constructions. I think I have caught the drift of this sentence with my translation. I did not want to sound too dramatic, but Harriet is afraid. That message had to be conveyed. Initially I wrote “een beetje bang”, but I did not retain the meaning. I do not have a clear message about this sentence; I just felt it needed some explanation. 
(44)	“To strike” has many connotations, and by using “geraakt” I covered 95% of the interpretations and it is a right translation for someone being hit. I trust this is an accurate translation. 
(45)	The rod refers to the gouger with which Gloucester’s eyes were to be taken out. I used “staf” although I found it sticky because reading that word might be a direct link to the Dutch Saint Nicholas. Although most translations entail a birch rod or a fishing rod, “staf” also refers to a metal stick and a metal would come in perfectly handy when planning to carve out one’s sight. 
(46)	In Dutch we do not use the abbreviation “Forensic”, but we use the full description. I could have chosen for “het “forensisch Instituut”, but compared to the English equivalent that might come across as too formal. Thus, my “forensisch onderzoek” is more explicit than the original.
(47)	In this sentence I do not refer to the English pound (454gs), but to the Dutch pound (500gs). In the seventies that expression was very common and only since the last decade or so the Dutch stopped saying “pond”. (Do not know why; it is a very accurate weight-measure.) In this translation I find it perfectly in place. Again, I wondered what Van Loon would have done with the meight0measure, but she omitted the entire description of the rod. 
(48)	This is the same issue as in note (46). I decided to clarify “Forensic” by saying “het forensisch team”. 
(49)	This sentence caused me a lot of stress. In Dutch there is no direct translation for gouger (neither for he verb gouge, see note (14)). I think this is a perfect example of how you can verbalise in English. To gouge is a transitive verb and means to take out someone’s eyes. I could not think of a proper Dutch noun that covered the meaning of gouger, so I needed to describe its function. This was also an example of changing the structure of a constituent, a semantic strategy.
(50)	As Waldo is an actor in heart and soul and his speech is slightly elevated, I thought it apt to use “aanschouwen” instead of say, “zien,” epecially because he describes the final minutes of Gloucester’s life. What I did was using a synonym for achieving a “higher” vocab than usual. 
(51)	To say “of wij in orde waren” sounded less ordinary to me, than asking if everything is allright. Perhaps I chose a more general one, but one more on the button. It is a slight change of information.
(52)	This was the same problem as note (49): the definition of gouger, and by using “ding” I more or less displayed Foy’s lack of knowledge of theatre. So I would not call this being more explicit, but explanatory.
(53)	Dark-winged almost sounded too descriptive to me and I was not sure what to do with it. A word for word translation left the same visual image as I got from the original. I thought my syntactical word for word translation would be an apposite one as men can have big fluffy eye brows that, indeed, look like tiny little wings. 
(54)	Unfortunately perhaps, that I did not retain the alliteration of “bloated” and “bombast,” but I do think that my translation captured the fatness of Sir Basil. “Dikdoenerig” easily goes with use of language and in this context it fits well with “opgeblazen”. 
(55)	This was taken from Hamlet and I used Courteaux’s translation from 1970.
(56)	In fact, “queer” is can be a very negative synonym for a homosexual. Later in the book, Harriet uses the word as well, but she never means to cause anyone any harm, so translating it by “flikker” or “poot” would come cross as too repugnant. Using “verkeerde kant” expresses certain disdain, but is more “politically correct”. I may have changed the information here, or I may have left the reader to guess what the opinion of Clayton might be, but the utterly negative connotation is left out. 
(57)	There is a foreign, yet discerned, expression incorporated in the text, as Clayton often does. This is one of her attempts to trigger the reader, or just display her common knowledge. By not translating it (in the original nor in my translation) you maintain the “higher standard” of the work. There are more of such phrases that I decided to treat similarly. This is not a translation; this is merely a literal translation, verbatim. Like I said earlier, certain unfamiliarity is not uninvited. I would not translate the utterances of Maria-Alba, although many readers may not be familiar with Italian. This exotic feature about the book engenders its identity. 
(58)	I decided to translate “one of” with the adjective “pure,” thus changing the structure of the sentence slightly. This I did to stress the fact that, partly, to Waldo the whole incident is a joke, something not to be taken too seriously. He is not fully aware of the situation he is in and takes every opportunity to flaunt his acting skills and poise. 
(59)	I tried a few varieties and I decided to change the structure of the sentence to enhance its readability in Dutch. I changed the prepositional phrase into a direct object, making a change in the structure of the sentence.
(60)	This quotation is taken from Macbeth and I used Courteaux’s translation from 1970.
(61)	“Speech” is an English word that has fully integrated in Dutch, so that constitutes one reason to preserve it. In this situation, however, speech, to me, also sounds a wee bit derogative, because Waldo is performing and trying to give an emotional and poignant address, but as Harriet wants to go home, she is not really listening and regards to it with some irony. I used a loan translation, but not because the word itself was the right translation, but its connotation. A speech requires vivacity and exuberance, which Waldo certainly has, but which Harriet does not appreciate.
(62)	This sounds rather exalted, but after being with Waldo for a while, one tends to adjust one’s speech. Partly true, but although is slightly lofty I thought it an apt description of her feelings because, being in prison, she is rather fed up with uncultured people. In short, the level has raised a tad, but this word for word translation renders an applicable translation. 
(63)	Again, to enhance the readability to the text, I reconstructed the sentence, replaced the direct object, and turned the sentence into two principal clauses. “Handcuffed” could be well translated to “geboeid”, but I wanted to avoid the possible link to its synonym (and an adverb) fascinating/fascinated.
(64)	Instead of saying something with or like “evidence” I thought it better to change the structure of the clause and use an adverb to describe the situation. 
(65)	I know Yell just screams “pigs!” but in Dutch adding the indefinite quantifier “stelletje” belittles and insults the policemen even more, which is the main purpose of the insult. It also sounds better in Dutch to add that modifier.
(66)	You obviously grow hot when you get red, but I wanted to put it a bit more explicitly. “Warm worden” can also mean you are flattered, which is clearly not the case, but to avoid any misunderstanding I chose “rood worden”. I am being more explicit here and I decided to emphasise the emotion. 
(67)	In Holland we are not very familiar with the two-finger insult relating to the battle of Agincourt, but I wanted to maintain it to expo some British history. I decided not to domesticate this, as this is a valuable cultural item.
(68)	I could have said something like “brave meid”, but “goed zo, meisje” expresses also a kind of affinity, which Foy has for Harriet, however, it is a bit disparaging.
(69)	Tweeter converts parasites to “para-patsies” when he refers to the reporters and photographers outside. Bit of a puzzle. I thought I could best stick to “parasites/parasieten” because I also wanted to maintain the alliteration. Tweeter is quite modest in his swearing, so I did not have to go for rudeness. The word “ploert” could be seen as conservative, but applicable to Tweeter’s vocab. It is not a word for word translation, but half a loan translation. 
(70)	Perhaps a slightly archaic expression, “juffrouw”, but, still, we are in the seventies and this term for an unmarried woman back then was quite customary. I preserved the “Sir” in Sir Basil, but that is his title, all the other terms of address were translated.
(71)	I was in doubt whether the translate “over here” with “hier” or “hierheen”. As the photographer wants Harriet to look his way, “hierheen” (kijken) was a better solution. It is more explicit, but clear.
(72)	Initially I thought “primitieve” might come across as denigrating, but it covers more than just the reference to people walking around in animal skins and carrying massive bludgeons. I am referring to the people who have not caught up with the latest technological developments and every day life “improvements”.
(73)	This was a tough one. “In the foot well” refers to the space in a car for your feet. I could have translated it using a full sentence, but that was too elaborate. There is no existing word for foot well, so I described the place where Maria-Alba threw up, and not wherein she threw up. This way I added a bit of information, but the meaning is conveyed.
(74)	I changed the subject of this sentence, but in Dutch this is a sound expression.
(75)	This is the same case as note 57. I chose a verbatim rendering.  
(76)	I translated “an’ all” with “namelijk” as an explanatory constituent. 
(77)	As “a dozen” is a definition for an indefinite number of people (of approximately the same amount), in Dutch we have the number ten, hence my translation. 
(78)	This also was a hard one. The first definition is “stables converted to a garage, or the alley onto which those stables open. The Byngs do not have horses and only one car. It is not logical to think that they have a row of old stables to park their car. I decided to go with the lane definition. This also gives the three of them a way to escape (what they are doing) and is a right translation. I narrowed down the definition by choosing for a more or less explanatory translation.
(79)	“Baying” means barking loudly. In this particular scene there are no dogs involved so this word for word translation would not make any sense. However, the reporters would do anything to get a scoop so I thought “bloeddorstige honden” would be an applicable term. However, it was not. I came across the sentence in another text en “angstaanjagende geluiden” covers the meaning, regardless of what sound is actually made. 
(80)	Another foreign expression, Clayton’s trademark and not be translated, but verbatim.
(81)	Initially, I wanted to compare my translation to the existing Dutch translation, made by Parma van Loon, through adding my findings to the notes above, but as the undertaking progressed, I considered it better to write an additional note instead of separate ones.
	The first thing that struck me, is that none of the quotations of Shakespeare are held intact. From a simple reference to Brute to entire phrases like “‘Give me some light. Away!”’, they were all omitted. In all preceding chapters in this thesis I have been going on about the application of intertextuality  and word play and how Clayton upgrades her novels, but seeing a translation  like Van Loon’s, I believe there is much left to be desired. It is just like the example from A Girl’s Guide to Kissing Frogs, when two people are talking about Norwegian myths. That involved an intricate joke, but instead of taking the plunge, the translator sat high and dry and excluded the whole paragraph. 
Those references induce the puns and misconceptions, and leaving those out, I think, is an act of cowardice. Not all of those references are easy to fathom, and you do have a lot of archaic, and even strange, language use, but is that not what translating is all about? You have to be creative. You have to be creative in order to achieve the same effect in the target culture as Clayton does in the source culture. I truly wonder what kind of audience Van Loon had in mind whilst translating Clouds amongst the Stars. Instead of introducing the Dutch reader to a different culture, a lot of the culture specific elements were removed. The reference to The Winslow Boy is not present; street names are left out; no one mentions Shakespeare; Yell does not raise her two fingers, thus referring to Agincourt, and there is more. 
Harriet is someone who worries tremendously – about whether her father is guilty, or how her parents feel, about the well-being of her family – but all her sentiments and trains of thought are rudely dismissed by Van Loon. This also goes for several descriptions along the way. The gouger is not described, hence there is no forensic report; Tweeter’s casual remarks are gone; the aux anges and de mortuis nil nisi bonum, Clayton’s exotic traits, are lost. Even conditional clauses are counted out. There also a few very literal translations, and altogether I am convinced Van Loon should have done a better job. I hope I do not come across as pretentious, but I have to get this of my chest.
I am rather incensed about this all, perhaps because of the fact that I put quite a lot of effort in translating all those difficult obscurities, and at the end of the day, a publisher will settle for something less. What especially caught my eye is that, when Harriet leaves her father, there is a constable who applauds. In the original, the clapping is quite justified, as Waldo is acting like mad, uttering quotation after quotation. However, the Dutch translation, pretty disappointing, lacks all those quotations, and consequently there is no reason at all to give Waldo a big hand. The same goes for the interruption by Foy, which is not an interruption at all, as Waldo is not saying anything meaningful that could be interrupted. 







In the past and to this day, there are a great many translation scholars who have produced countless translation strategies and translation approaches that aim to facilitate the translation process. Even going into all these theories, which should smooth the process of translating, a translation of Clayton’s work still requires some effort. She has a broad knowledge of English Literature and foreign famous writers, poets, and theorist whom she proudly displays in her own works. Although her books aim to lighten up, your brain might be wound up due to the intricate intertextuality and corruption of those allusions and quotations. Her intelligence and sense of humour know to turn commonplace words and phrases into an altered form that is peerless, whether it is through dialect or local accent, or through simply wrongful interpretations. 
There are many things that need to be taken into account and that need to be considered before a translator can produce a fair and flawless presentation of the contents and style of the source text. I found it very helpful to coincide with the views of Christiane Nord, who says that a translation should be preceded by a target text analysis, which entails that the source text should have the same impact and the same effect in the target culture as the source text has in the source culture. Although, sometimes a translator needs to make fundamental changes, the source text allows the translator to do so. Diederik Grit gives a clear strategy in “De vertaling van realia.” He asks two questions: “is the denotation or connotation of importance to the target audience?” and “how could we deliver that connotation or denotation as adequately as possible? To ask that question and to answer it by means of making a replica of the same situation as in the original, whilst using ‘completely different wording’ is an adequate and efficient translation strategy. The different wording in order to reach equivalence is established by the creativity and resourcefulness of a translator. 
Ubersetzung Wissenschaftlern like Christiane Nord, Gideon Toury, Jean-Paul Vinay, and Jean Darbelnet offer great insights, which altogether, present a scheme that enables a translator to make an acceptable translation. You will need their insights as Clayton offers an intricate package, which surpasses the chick lit I described in the introduction. She offers multiple-layered social comedies containing ambiguities, depth, societal standards, a great deal of intertextuality, and word play that require the reader to make more than a simple attempt to fully understand the story and the intention of the writer.




Excerpt from Clouds Amongst the Stars. Victoria Clayton, 2003.

‘Is there anything I can do for you, Pa?’ I asked, still standing by the table, wanting but not daring to take his hand.
‘No, Harriet. These gentlemen,’ he waved in the direction of the constable, ‘have done their best to supply the few requirements a man can have in such unprosperous circumstances. My supper has been brought to me and simple thought it was – and, let us be truthful, rather too early to be perfectly agreeable – it was wholesome and fresh.
‘Well, sir,’ Inspector Foy brought a chair up to the table for me, ‘would you have any objection to running through a few details in the presence of your daughter? Informally, now, without Mr Sickert-Greene.’ Henry Sickert-Green was our family’s solicitor. ‘No tape recorder. Nothing that’ll be used in court. While I understand Mr Sickert-Greene anxiety that you might incriminate yourself, his refusal to let you say anything doesn’t get us any further, does it? Sergeant Tweeter will write down anything you care to tell me and it needn’t go beyond the walls of this room. I want to get a clearer picture of what exactly happened this morning.’
I was pretty sure old Sickly Grin, as Bron had christened Mr Sickert-Greene years ago, would have disapproved strongly of this suggestion. I wondered of Inspector Foy was to be trusted. Looking at his nice straight nose and firm chin and intelligent grey eyes I felt almost certain that he was.
‘Do you mind a pipe, sir?’ Inspector Foy reached inside his coat.
‘Yes, I do. My voice is my chief tool of my trade, Inspector, and it is extremely susceptible to tobacco fumes.’
No one could accuse my father of trying to curry favour, at all events.
The Inspector took out his hand again. ‘Would you tell your daughter what happened? Take as long as you like.’
‘Could you bear to talk about it?’ I asked timidly. Mentioning Sir Basil’s death seemed as insensitive as asking a stranger straight out how they had lost all their arms and legs.
‘Poor old Basil, do you mean? Oh-oh-oh!’ My father ran through two registers with the exclamation. ‘Murder most foul, strange and unnatural!’ He shook his head but there was a gleam in his eye I hoped Inspector Foy could not see. ‘Ha! What a lesson was there! Reduced from a strutting cock to a blood-boltered corpse in one tick – tock – of Time.’ He jerked his finger to imitate the minute hand of a clock. ‘Farewe-e-e-ll! A lo-o-ng farewell to all his greatness! Today he puts forth the tender leaves of hope, tomorrow, blossoms, the third day comes the killing frost.’
You had to hand it to him. The lightening change of expression from gentle introspection to malevolence as het spat out “killing frost” was masterly. I did not dare look at the Inspector.
‘Oh, dear. Was there much blood?’
‘Yes, Harriet. I was in blood stepped in so far that, should I wade no more, returning were as tedious as go o’er.’
‘Othello,’ I said automatically, then blushed, fearing the Inspector would think I was trying to show off.
‘Tst! Macbeth.’
I could hear sergeant Tweeter’s pencil, scribbling fanatically.
‘What happened just before you found Sir Basil?’ asked the inspector.
‘There was the usual delay before the rehearsal, I generally use the time to warm up. I decided to run through the gouging scene – the one in which they put out my eyes – on my own. I was still undecided about the cry of pain for the second eye, whether to rise to a shrill scream of to stay in the lower register, a bellow of agony like a creature of sacrificial offering –’
‘Were you struck by anything unusual?’ the inspector put in. ‘Something about the stage that wasn’t quite as it should be?’
‘A theatre in rehearsal is always a mess.’ My father seemed irritated by the interruption. ‘Had the stage not been a clutter of heterogeneous objects then I might have thought it unusual. I expect there were props, flats, carpenter’s tools, scripts, paint pots, swords, lanterns, tea trays – the usual clutter of crude implements of man’s genius and depravity.’
‘Did you touch anything on your way?’
‘Nothing. Nothing at all. The auditorium was in darkness, the stage lit by a single spotlight. I walked towards centre stage and, blinded by the light that was in my eyes – some fool had trained a single spot there – I stumbled across something that lay in my path and fell. I put out my hand. The thing was warm, unpleasantly sticky. It was poor Basil – his head quite crushed. I sprang to my feet with a cry of “Give me some light. Away!”’
‘Just a tick, sir,’ said Sergeant  Tweeter. ‘When you said “away”, was you meaning one word of two? Away with the body of you was going away or you was hoping to find a way, sir?
My father sighed impatiently. ‘It is a quotation from Hamlet. Doubtless had I been capable of thought at that moment I would have intended all three interpretations you put upon it. It was a horror, an abomination!’ He gave a shudder I was convinced was genuine. He was extremely squeamish.
‘What happened then?’
‘Several people came running onto the stage in response to my shouting.’
‘Can you remember who they were?’
‘Haven’t the least idea. The women were screaming at the tops of their voices and the men were nearly as bad. Wait a minute, I remember there was that little understudy among them – Sandra, I think her name is – who was flatteringly relieved to discover it was Basil and not I who lay incarnadined and mute.’
There was a grunt of protest from Sergeant Tweeter but the inspector swept on.
‘Was there bad blood between Sandra and Sir Basil?’
‘It had nothing to do with poor Basil. She has a crush on me. Of course, I don’t take it seriously. She’s a sweet little thing, hardly out of school. You know how impressionable girls are at that age.’ If the inspector knew he wasn’t telling. He hummed up and down an octave. ‘But,’ Pa continued, ‘the theatre is an adder’s nest of jealousy and insecurity. And Basil, poor man, did not have the art of endearing himself to others. I dare say I could name several who actually hated him. But of course,’ he put on his noble Brutus face, ‘I shan’t.’
‘Very laudable, sir.’ The inspector’s voice was admiring. ‘But it might be in your own interest, as this is a case of murder, to put such scruples aside. This afternoon I interviewed several members of the cast. They none of them hesitated to mention a quarrel yesterday between you and Sir Basil.’
‘For a brief second Pa looked rather hurt by this treachery but then rapidly assumed a mask of world-weariness.
‘I have no secrets from you, Inspector. It was a childish row over a suggestion of Basil’s. He thought I should have my eyes gouged out off stage, to save messing with blood bags.’
‘You didn’t think that was a good idea?’
‘Certainly not. In some second-rate productions the horrid deed is done in the wings. But that’s throwing away a great dramatic climax, for the lack of a little ingenuity. It was obvious that Basil was desperate to hog all the audience’s compassion for Lear. In many ways Gloucester is a much more sympathetic character.’
‘You quarrelled?’
‘I called him a fat, greasy lickspittle – or something like that. He called me a Casanova, an ageing lady-killer – among other things, I forget what.’ He lifted his chin, which was still firm and well-defined. ‘Spiteful nonsense, of course.’
‘So you were angry, Did you feel at any point that you wanted to kill him?’
My father laughed as though indulging the inspector’s sense of drama. ‘I’m not a violent man nor is it my habit to assault people who call me hard names.’
‘But why have you been arrested?’
My father gave a superior sort of smile. ‘You have to see it from a policeman’s point of view, to understand why such a hopeless bungle has been made of the business. Imagine yourself a young constable – about seventeen years old to judge from the down of his cheek – whose most exiting job of the day had been to take a lost puppy to the dog pound. You are informed that a famous actor has been found dead in suspicious circumstances. You come bounding in, almost swallowing your whistle with excitement. At last, a chance to use those handcuffs! Something to tell your mother when you go home for tea! You see a possibly even more famous actor – it is not for me to say – prostrate at the scene of the crime – for Sandra’s eager embraces had prevented me from rising – and dripping with the corpse’s vital fluids. Naturally – because you are young and foolish and have no comprehension of human nature – you assume it was he who dispatched the man with all his crimes broad-blown, as flush in May, his heels kicking at heaven.’
‘Hang on a bit.’ Sergeant Tweeter was breathing hard now in his efforts to keep up. ‘Who was it kicked the dog?’
‘Never mind, Tweeter.’ Inspector Foy looked at his notebook. ‘We mustn’t forget that when PC Copper questioned you, your answers were, to say the least, ambiguous. When asked what you knew about Sir Basil’s death, you said, “Blood will have blood. Never shake thy Goldilocks at me.”’ The inspector frowned. ‘I think that must be gory looks. “Will all my great nephew’s” – great Neptune’s I think – ocean wash this blood clean from my hand?”’
‘They were remarkably bloody.’ My father looked down at his spread fingers, now mercifully clean.
‘But you can’t arrest him for saying that,’ I protested. ‘He was in shock. He just said the first thing that came into his head. It didn’t mean anything.’
‘If you remember Macbeth as you ought, Harriet,’ said my father reprovingly, ‘you will know it is a monument of exquisite nuance in a scene crammed with meaning and expressed in the finest poetry: No-o-o! This my hand will rather the multitudinous seas –’
‘I understand, Miss Byng. But PC Copper is not a student of English literature. It sounded to him like a confession. When your father refused to say he didn’t do it, the constable placed him under arrest.’
I leant across the table and put my hand on my fathers arm. ‘Pa, tell them you didn’t kill Basil.’
‘Thy wish was father, Harry, to that thought. Of this alone I am guilty. ’My father spoke in a slow dreamy voice. ‘I may not have been the instrument but I confess I was, God help me, frequently angry enough to wish him – no, not dead, but – out of my way.
For my father other people’s prime duty was to be an audience. Being looked at and wandered at and talked about was as necessary to him as breathing. He was enjoying giving a bravura performance of a man wrongfully accused. One of his first roles as a child actor had been the eponymous character in The Winslow Boy.
‘There you are!’ I looked at the inspector. ‘He’s just said he didn’t do it.’
‘Sergeant, read out what you’ve just written.’
‘I’m getting it down as fast as I can.’ The sergeant’s tone was injured. He read out in a slow monotone. ‘“Father Harry – I am guil-ty. I may not have been a hinstrument but I confess –” Blast! Excuse me, ladies. My pencil’s just broke. It’s all them long words.’
The inspector sighed. ‘You see how it is going to sound in court, Miss Byng. What we need is a clear statement. A straightforward denial. And there’s also the business of the fingerprints.’
‘Fingerprints?’ I began to feel frightened.
‘The autopsy reports just come in. Sir Basil was struck once, a heavy blow, centre skull, from above. According to PC Copper’s notes there was a metal rod lying beside the body. It was sent immediately to Forensic. Two feet six inches long. Weighing several pounds, with a point at one end. And covered with blood. Forensic say Mr Byng’s prints were on the handle.’
‘Naturally they were. That was the gouger,’ explained my father. ‘I took it with me to get me in the mood. Think of it, Inspector. Your arms are tied, you are helpless before your enemies. Their grinning, exultant faces are the last things you will see in this world. But not quite! The very last thing of all is the cruel tip of obdurate iron as it makes its way through the soft jelly of your eye into your very brain! A-a-a-rgh!’ My father flung himself back in his chair and gave a blood-curdling scream that made me drive my nails into my palms. Maria-Alba opened her eyes en crossed herself fervently. A policeman put his head round the door and asked if we were alright.
The inspector wave him away and stuck to his point. ‘Did you use this – gouger to kill Sir Basil, Mr Byng?’
‘Of course I didn’t! I must have dropped it when I fell over the body. Naturally there was blood on it. Everything within ten feet of Basil was covered with it. Ugh!’ He gave another shudder and drew together his dark-winged brows.
‘Got that, Tweeter?’
Sergeant Tweeter, licking the point of his pencil, muttered that he had some of it.
‘What did you mean when you called Sir Basil –’ he consulted his notes again, ‘“a dreary old queen, bloated with bombast”?’
‘Did I really say that? I don’t remember.’
‘According to Miss Marina Marlow. Was Sir Basil a homosexual to your knowledge?’
My father put on his I-know-a-hawk-from-a-handsaw face, a combination of abstraction and cunning. ‘Don’t start a hare, Inspector. I neither know nor care of Basil was queer. He’s dead. Let his secrets die with him. De mortuis nil nisi bonum – good advice and I shall stick to it.’
Was it possible? I wondered, watching my father as he swept a lock of dark wavy hair from his forehead. His expression was one of painted virtue. Could he actually be a murderer? My father – who would cross the road to avoid seeing rabbits with bloody muzzles hanging in the butcher’s shop window? Who would not allow Loveday to kill the moles that ruined the grass? Who, when fishing had enjoyed a brief vogue with Bron years ago, objected violently to the cruelty of skewering live worms with hooks.
‘Thank you, sir. I think we’ll leave it there for today. Miss Byng, I’ll arrange for a car tot take you and Miss Petrelli home.’
For a moment I couldn’t think of who Miss Petrelli was. Then I remembered it was Maria-Alba. I was fairly sure I had not got round to introducing them. My anxiety was increased by this display of police omniscience.
‘Have you a message for Ma?’ I asked my father.
‘Tell her to be brave. All will be resolved. Tomorrow and tomorrow, and tomorrow creeps in this pretty pace. . .’
I stood politely and waited for the end of the speech, my knee aching and my cut stinging. Shakespeare had suitable observations for every occasion. He really was inexhaustible. The last sight I had of my father was of his face turned to the window displaying his famous profile while the young constable applauded.
Maria-Alba held my arm tightly as we walked back along the corridor.
‘This is very hard on you.’ The sympathy in Inspector Foy’s voice was almost my undoing. ‘He’s bearing up very well, considering. Try not to worry.’ But he believed my father to be guilty of murder and was therefore the enemy. I felt confused
We heard voices raised in anger. I averted my eyes from a quarrelsome group of people by the reception desk. I had had enough of human life in the raw for one day. Then someone shouted, ‘Order is Slavery!’ I saw, handcuffed to a policeman’s apiece, Dodge and Yell. Dodge had a swollen eye that was nearly closed and Yell’s nose was dripping with blood. Despite this there was evidence that the fight had not been knocked out of them. A broken chair lay on its side and several posters had been torn from the walls.
‘Pigs! Capitalist zombies!’ screamed Yell.
‘Harriet!’ Dodge must have forgotten about the opprobrious  middle-classness of my name. ‘Have those fascists been beating you up? Hey! You!’ He addressed Inspector Foy. ‘You leave my girlfriend alone! I know what our rights are!’ The Inspector looked hard at me. I felt myself grow hot.
‘Where’re you taking those two now?’ he asked one of the handcuffed policemen.
‘Down the nick. They’ve made a nasty mess of the nice cell we put ‘em in. they’re asking for a bit of rough treatment. I think we can arrange that.’
‘Don’t let the bastards intimidate you, Harriet.’ Dodge’s voice was almost tender. ‘Refuse to say anything. They’ll have to let us out on bail. See you in court.’ He waved his free fist. ‘Fight for freedom!’
‘Are you alright?’ I looked from Dodge to Yell. She raised two fingers, discretely so Dodge could not see. ‘They won’t be hurt, will they?’ I asked the inspector as they were led away, chanting slogans. ‘It isn’t a crime to try and make things better for other people, is it?’
‘If you’ll take my advice you won’t go to Owlstone Road tomorrow.’
‘Oh. No.’ I was too taken aback by the compass of the inspector’s knowledge to dream of rebelling against his authority. ‘I won’t.’
‘Good girl. Sergeant Tweeter will take you home. Good night, Miss Petrelli.’
Maria-Alba’s reply was inaudible.
‘Drat it!’ said Sergeant Tweeter, pushing ahead of us through the vestibule. ‘Them para-patsies are on to us. Inspector Foy had the idea of sending ‘em to Hammersmith. He set up a decoy car but o’ course it was only going to fool ‘em for a bit.’
I crossed the threshold and was dazzled by the bursting of flashbulbs. ‘Just look this way, miss. How’s your father, Miss Byng? Had Waldo Byng been charged yet? Over here! Which daughter are you?’ There was extraordinary menace in these demands and questions. Now I understood why primitive peoples believed that cameras stole their souls. The explosion of light in my face greedily sucked up all my reserves of strengths. Maria-Alba was sick without warning on the top of the step and, taking advantage of the gap that opened up as the reporters backed away from the pool of vomit, I put my arm round her and followed Sergeant Tweeter, who was breasting his way through three photographers. He pushed Maria-Alba into the car. Hands pulled at my arms, even held on to the collar of my coat. I felt the helpless paralysis of nightmare. The next moment I was inside the car and Sergeant Tweeter had slammed the door painfully against my hip.
Maria-Alba was sick again, this time into the foot well, and Sergeant Tweeter swore loudly but it may have been in reaction to the faces pressed against the windows, the popping of bulbs and the banging of fists on glass as we moved slowly forwards. Maria-Alba held her handkerchief to her face and drew sobbing breaths, hyperventilating. With a proficiency born of experience I emptied the contents of my bag on to my knees and pressed it over her face to restrict her intake of oxygen and increase the level of carbon dioxide in her blood. We left the crowd behind and sped away through the dwindling evening traffic. I rubbed Maria-Alba’s shaking hands and tried to give her words of comfort. It seemed a long way to Blackheath.
A succession of thoughts, half formed, slippery, disappearing the moment I defined them, raced through my brain. My father was alone in that dreary place, acting like mad to an almost empty auditorium. I felt that I had abandoned him. From childhood, from that first moment when I was able to isolate one distinct feeling from the flood of sensation that constitute infant consciousness, I had known intuitively that my parents needed protection from a hard , ungenerous world. That intense love that children have for parents was never, afterwards, untouched by fear.
As I grew in experience the sense of danger increased to include their own excesses. They enjoyed living dangerously, being either aux anges or in the depths of despair, and they rarely troubled to conceal their state from us. They saw emotional extravagance as living life to the full and perhaps they were right. But I was a changeling. Circumspection, one might fairly call it cowardice, was part of my character. I seemed to have everyone else’s share of prudence and I was often afraid on their behalf. I was fairly sure the performance I had just seen was the product of euphoria generated by shock. My father’s confidence must have reflected a fearful knock. What if his courage should desert him in the long hours of the night?
We crossed Tower Bridge without my noticing it. Was Inspector Foy convinced of Pa’s guilt? Would he sift the evidence carefully or did he hope for a quick conviction? How many innocent men were serving sentences in prison for crimes they did no commit? Was my father innocent? The idea that he might not be was so frightening that I had to clench my jaw to stop myself from screaming. After an unhappy fifteen minutes we were in Blackheath and Sergeant Tweeter was saying, ‘Is there a back way in, miss? Them buggers – pardon the language, miss – the ladies and gentlemen of the press are here an’ all.’
At least a dozen people stood in the shadows around our gate. I could just make out Bron in their midst. He was turning his head from side to side, posing and smiling. I derected the sergeant into the mews. No sooner had I hauled a gasping Maria-Alba from the car than I heard running feet and what sounded like baying for blood.
‘You get in, miss. I’ll hold them off. Now then, you lot!’ Sergeant Tweeter shouted as he got out of the car. We scuttled through the gate, sprinted through the convolutions of Loveday’s maze and dashed into the house. I locked and bolted the door.
‘Madre di Dio!’ wheezed Maria-Alba. ‘Sono le pene dell’ inferno!’
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